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Summer registratioll
slated/or finals week
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

In response to overwhelming student and faculty dissatisfacLion
with registration and positive Studen L Government action, FTU
Vice-President of Academic Affairs C.B. Gambrell recently approved a
proposal to hold registration for the summer quarter during finals
weP.k.
Summer regislralion schedule page 3

DR. C. B. GAMBRELL
-Approves change

SG voting
ends today
Today is students' last
opportunity to cast a ballot
for student body president ·
and vice-president from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Kiosk
and -in front of the library
and snack bar.
Anyone with an FTU ID
ca rd and registered with at
least one credit hour of
classes is eligible to vote.
The proposed revision of
the FTU Student Body
Constitution, originally
scheduled to appear on this
week's ballot, will not be
included because Student
Government failed to provide
the required seven days
notice to the student body. It
will be on the ballot April 29
and 30, probably with an
anticipated run-off election
for president and
vice-president polls will be
open for that election during
the same times and at the
same locations as today's
election.

SG representgtives including Gary Andersen 4nd Rick Walsh,
student body president and vice-president, met with representatives
from Computer Services, the Registrar's Office and faculty last week
and successfully presented their case for rescheduling registration but
failed Lo have an advance registra Lion Lime approved.
·
Advance registration, according Lo Andersen is simply Loo costly
for the university to be reinstated, but having a combined registration
during finals week is "not as bad as having it during the break," he
stated.
Andersen said an earlier proposal to hold registration during the
seventh week of classes was rejected at the meetings and replaced with
one to hold iL during finals week because, 'Students might skip classes
in order to register but they won't skip their finals."
The new registration time has the distinct academic advantag~,
interjected Andersen, of affording students additional classroom time
often denied them.
"Most teachers give .their finals during the last week of classes so
that they don >t have ·to come in during finals week," explained
Andersen, "Now that faculty will have to be here, they might teach
during Lhe last week and give their finals when they're supposed to,"
he added.
"Some students might object to taking time ouL from studying for
finals to register.,-'' said Andersen, "but everybody needs Lo Lal<e a
break from the books, and at most they'll only lose an hour or two,"
he added.

Photo by Mike Padgett

REGGIE X.N. DE MYLLIS II, a 5-foot-4, 240 pound
humanoid, propelled himself arow1d the VC patio
Thursday, passing out applications for screen tests at
Fashion Square to flabbergasted passers-by. Reggie appeared
courtesy of Quasar Industries and the VC Board.

Enrollinent
d~op eases
fiscal pinch
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor
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Two profs -file complaints, another .
plans to quit in tenure disputes
By KERRY FAUNCE
Associate Editor

Two faculty members have
filed additional tenure-related
complaints and one plans to
. resign, indicating what may be a
growing opposition to tenure
policies.
Dr. Vaniah Baldwin, assistant
professor of engineering and Dr.
Ed win C. Shirkey, assistant
professor of psychology have
recently raised additional
questions about S_tate University
System tenure guidelines. Dr.
Klaus W. Lindenburg, associate
professor of engineering, has
decided he does not "want to
work with these people."
Ba 1d win is seeking legal
counsel in his case which
involves "engineering ethics."
According to Baldwin,
attorney Michael F. Cycmanick
has agreed to represent him
without charge. Cycrnanick also
r e p re sent s Dr. Henry Van
Twyver, who was denied tenure
last quarter.
Baldwin's complaints center
around a statement on his
faculty eval ua ti on criticizing
church attendance. Baldwin said,
"I explained that I had
eliminated all my church
activities except attendance at
Sunday morning service and he
(Dean Robert D. Kersten)
replied: 'I see nothing wrong
with a supervisor commenting
on an employe's excessive
external activities.''

An examination of the
evaluation reveals the
Departmental Evaluation
Committee also criticized
Baldwin's supervision of
students, interest in teaching
courses other than ENGR
151/152 (Chemical Foundations
of Engi·neering . ) and public
service.
The discrepancy, Baldwin
s a i d , i s t h a t a 11 previous.
departmental evaluations rate
him satisfactorily and within the
top 50 per cent of the
engineering faculty.
Baldwin's last evaluation
(Feb. 7, 1974) by Department
Chairman David R. Jen kins
states, "Dr. Baldwin's thorough
commitment to teaching>.. which
was cited last year, is again one
o f his s t ro n g p o i kn ts., . . . I
believe he has balanced his
participation in these (service)
activities against his other
a~ignments in such a way that
one is not done to the detriment
of the others."
The memorandum concludes,
"In my view, his greatest asset is
willingness to work hard to
discharge his academic
responsibilities."
When asked why he had
signed the faculty evaluation not
recommending Baldwin for
tenure, Jenkins said he was not
the only one who took part in
the decision. Jenkins also said he
could not discuss the evaluation
and that the form was
self-explanatory.

DR. VAN BALDWIN
-Seeks legal aid
Baldwin also complained that
"secret" memorandas were put
in his personnel file without his
knowledge . The memorandas
contain statements crit1cizmg
teaching performance in one of
17 courses he taught, he
explained.
While FTU legal counsel John
D. Mahaffey Jr. and Cycm.a nick
said the procedure is legal,
Baldwin said the action is not
ethical. "You'll find the
majority of faculty don't even
know they have access to their
file," he explained.
While Baldwin has been
disputing a tenure denial,
Shirkey has been fighting to
withdraw a tenure application.
According to Shirkey, "The
administration has clearly stated
that a faculty member may
withdraw an application for
tenure nomination at any .time

without prejudice." Shirkey said
he s·u bseq uen tly submitted a
request to withdraw his fifth
year application for tenure. and
was informed he would be given
a terminal cont,.act for doing so.
The issue was taken to the
April 13 meeting of the Faculty
Senate. Vice President for
Academic Affairs C. B. Gambrell
insisted Shirkey could remove
his application without
prejudice, but he needed the
consent of the department
chairman· to wait until kis sixth
year for application.
Gambrell suggested that
Shirkey speak to chairman David
W. Abbott personally and
admonished, "You should have
discussed it before the process
was begun. Once the application
has been submitted, _it must
continue (until} its conclusion."
Later, the Faculty Senate
passed a resolution calling for
the admini-stration to allow
withdrawal of an application
without prejudice prior to
consideration by the president.
Shirkey was later informed by
Gambrell that his chairman
concurred with his desire to
withdraw the application
without jeopardizing continued
employment.
Lindenburg is planning to
resign rather than challenge his
tenure denial. A sixth year
employe, he has received
opposition to tenure nomination

Continued on page 2

A drop in enrollment and Lhe
allocation of enrollment reservP
money h3s lessen~d somewhat
the financial crunch which had
FTU administrators scratching
their heads as to whether thery
would be enough money to
make it through th.e fiscal year.
Preliminary enrollment figures
for spring quarter indicate that
9,263 students are registered for
classes. This is a drqp from
winter quarter's 10,129
students. A spokesman in the
Academic Affairs Division said
the enrollment drop between
winter and spring quarters is a
yearly occurrence .
John Phillip Goree, vice
president for business affairs,
said the drop in enrollment has
improved the student-faculty
class ratio." But he said, "there
are probably still large classes."
In February, $456,333 in
en ro llmen t reserve money was
received by FTU. Enrollment
reserve money is funds set aside
by the BOR for schools who
experience increases in
enrollment. FTU had a 30" per
cent enrollment increase fall
quarter.
According to John Bolte,
associate vice president for
Academic Affairs, the funds
we re distributed "upon review
of the most pre~ing needs by
the college deans."
Bolte said $189,826 was used
"to hire additional faculty,
faculty adjuncts, student
assistants and to provide
additional secretarial assistance."
He said $109,798 was spent
for expenses. "These funds were
needed to purchase expendable
supplies, increase ·instructional
services, and make possible
limited faculty travel," he
explained.
Most of the remaining
$156, 709 was used to purchase
operating capital equipment,
Bolte said. The purchase of this

Continued on page 5
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Tennis playing set
really loves to lob
Photos by Fred Sommer

THESE FTU TENNIS
ENTHUSIASTS, snapped in
a c Lion recently on the
courts near the Village
Center, exemplify the grace,
motion, and determination
required to · play the game
well. Tom Savage (above
left), cools off after an
exhausting set, and then
(below left), gets back into
the swing of things after his
short break. Bernice
Siebuhr (below), Dawn
Irons, (above right), and
. Anne Hunter (below right),exhibit strong form as they
prepare to return a shot,
hopefully avoiding striking
the net or then· doubles
partners in the process.

Candidate
FTU
ALUMNUS
RICHARDT. CROTTY has
announced that he will seek
election to an unspecified
seat in the Florida
Legislature. Crotty has
degrees in public
·administration and
communication from FTU
and attended Valencia
Community College and
Oak Ridge High School. He
attended graduate school at
Florida. State University
under a scholarship granted
concurrent with his
appointment to the Florida
legislative staff, where he
worked as a researcher in
the office of the senate
minority leader.

Two profs
Continued from page 1
"for reasons that have not been
clear."
Lindenburg said he initially
considered filing a grievance, but
decided to return to the
professional field rather than
work in the educational system.
"It's the most incredible piece of
mismanagement I've ever seen,"

and

TODAY
FOR S'f·UDENT BODY
President and Vice President
9am-4pm

Kiosk Snack Bar Library

NEXUS phone system
to receive senate funds
By HOLLY CRISWELL
staff

.

Photo by Mike Padgett

DEMONSTRATING THE NEW BUZZER SYSTEM to be
used at the College Bowl are Stanley W. Francis, Dr. Ed
Mccarter, professor of engineering, Leo Mallette and Dr.
Ken Lawson, director af the Village Center.

Group designs' huZzer
for College Bowl use
By BILL PIEPER
.

Special Writer

A buzzer system has · been devised by a campus organization that
will help simplify the College Bowl, scheduled to take place at FTU
beginning May 3.
Dr. Ed R. McCart.er, professor of engineering, said the FTU chapter
of the Institute of Electrical · Electronics and Engineers (IEEE), an
international professional engineering society, .assembled the system.
Mccarter said each of the four members of a College Bowl team
will have a station consisting of a light and a pushbutton. After a
quest.ion is asked, t.he cont.estant to press the button first will have th e
first opportunity to answer.
·
Three IEEE members were credited by McCart.er for developing the
system: Stanley W. Francis and Leo Mallette, curren~ __enrolled at
FTU, and Ben Matthews, a recent graduate.
-. The system was to have been used in last year's College Bowl, but
according to McCarter, it was not finished in time.
McCarter said this year's College Bowl will ·run more smoothly
because of the system, which should help eliminate the question of
who was the first player to press the buzzer.
Only minor. problems were involved in building the device, ''like
two lights would conie on when only one light was supposed to,"
commented Mccarter, adding the system ran smoothly on trial runs.
The device, which Mccarter said cost less than $200, will be set on
a tabJe top and can be plugged int.o an ordinary wall socket.
Mccarter said he was asked by Dr. Kenneth Lawson, director of .the
Village Center, to assemble the system for the College Bowl.
·
According to Mccarter, the device can be reused and adaI_>ted to
other purposes if needed.

"Lumen Essence':
Student photograp·h y
portfolio now on sale
A collection of photographs
produced exclusively by FTU
students running the gamut from
the very ·subtle to the very
explicit is now on sale for a
student discounted p.rice of
$2 . 50 in the University
Bookstore.
"Lumen Essence" is the result
of a year's work by a committee
of 12 photographic art students
to publish it each year.
All of the . images are black
and white which, according to
student contributor Lo la
Lawrence, is a better art medium
than color photography because
of its permanence.
One photograph depicts a
shaggy white dog, another
depicts a young man staring
emotionlessly into the camera
while another appears to be a
young woman dressed in a white
dress floating on a dark pond
surrounded by white lily pads.
Each individual presented his
collection of photographs to the
group which, after examination
of the .works, made the final
selections for the portfolio.
Sponsored in part by Gary
Andersen, student body
president and : former Village
Center program director Miss
Deborah Wheatley,' 1,000 copies
of the portfolio were printed, of
which 200 will ·be mailed to
major colleges and universities
around the country.
There are presently 20 copies
of "Lumen Essence" in the
University Bookstore, which is
making space available for the
work without charge. For the
remainder of the quarter, 600

'

:L"D'l\'.&:EN

Writer

The Student Senate last week
passed a bill allocating $650 for
the establishment of NEXUS, an
in form a ti on phone system
which, according to the bill's
sponsor· Seri. Gary Stafford, is,
"extremely vital to the smoot.h
functioning of any university
system. "
NEXUS is designed to provide
information to students via tape
recorded telephone messages.
According to Rick Walsh,
student body vice-president,
each NEXUS tape will have a
te lephone number. These
numbers will be listed · on a
roster which the students will
receive with their fee assessment
forms at registra'tion, he
explained.

Fut.ure--.....
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The tapes will deal with
virtually all issues of concern to
st4-dents and
include
information about:
the
availability 9f birth control,
housing (on and off campus),
baby-sifting, financial aid,
carpools, and more.
•
Walsh, along with Stafford
and Sen. Carol Evans; collected
data from a wide range of
sources including Student
Affairs, Academic Affairs,
Health Center and the dean of
men and women.
After two months of
extensive research and
evaluation of the accumulated
information, the three began
writing scripts for the tapes.
The
Communication
Department will make the actual
recordings once the scripts are
completed which, according to
Walsh, should be sometime next
week.
Walsh said NEXUS will be
housed in the Centralized
Services Office located in the
Village Center. Centralized
Services will be the focal point
for all student information
s .e r v i c e s and w i 1f beg I n
functioning when· Student Body
Presid.ent Ga;ry Andersen
appoints a director .

GARY STAFFORD
-NEXUS bill sponsor
The Centralized Services
Director w ill see to the smooth
functioning of NEXUS and.
supply d·aily messages not
covered in the pre-recorded
tapes such as campus activities
for the day and registration
mformation.
·
NEXUS should be in
operation by next quarter, and
possibly earlier, according to
Walsh ·. Equipment will be
ordered as soon as the bill
allocating the funds is signed by
Dr.. Rex Brown, vice-president of
student g.ffairs, said Walsh.
"I don't. anticipate any
problems," he added.

Suninter Registration Schedule
Day

Hours

6 p.m.-9 p.m.

· Monday, June 7
Tuesday, June 8

/

9 a.m.-11:50 a.m.
1 p.m.-4:33 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-7 p.m.

Thursday, June 17

12: 30 p.m.-2 p.m.

Wednesday, June 23
Thursday, June 24

2 p.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
9 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
1 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.:5:30 p.m.

Friday, June 25

1: 30 p.m.-3 p.m.

A ctiuity

Returning Undergraduates
.Keturnmg unaergractuates
Graduates, Post Baccalaureates
New Graduates and
Post Baccalaureates
Undergraduate Readmissfons
New Undergra~uates
Add/Drop-Late
Registration
Add/Drop-Late
Registration
Add/Drop-Late
Registration

IN THE CLASSROOM OR IN THE FIELD~ .
YOU ALWAYS LEARN SOMETHING ·IN
ARMY R.OTC

ESSENCE

'LUMEN ESSENCE'
-Student photo portfolio
copies will remain ·on Garn pus .
after which the general public
may purchase the portfolio.
Although no copies had been
sold through the booksto-re by
Tu es day , W a Iker Wat so n,
president of the Photographic
Artists Publication Committee,
said the reaction to the work has
been generally good.
"Everyone seems to be
pleased," said Watson," but
remember we just got it ('Lumen
Essence') back from the printer.
The portfolio includes a
750-word statement from Van
Deren Coke, director of the Art
Museum at the University of
New Mexico.
Unlike a book, explained
Watson, you can remove a
photograpq from the portfolio
andmat it, frame it or simply pin
it to a bulletin board.

• Refreshing, .unique instruction methods and
subjects
.
• Instruction which ~evelops .your leadership
potential _BEFORE you leave, coll~ge ,
• Situations in which you. become the instructor

TAKE THE COURSE WHICH .OFFER'S
A CHANGE IN PACE!!!
TAKE.ARMY ROTC!!!!!
Contact' Riek Payne at 273.;.7046 or Don Larkin
at 277 -3786 for more information
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Student regent bill clears another hurdle
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

Sen. Jack Gordon's bill which
would put three students on the
Board of Regen ts overcame
another obstacle this week as the
Governmental Operations
Committee passed the bill. The
measure is now on the senate
calendar "rea dy ·for aclion "

according to a senate
spokesman. A House bill, introduced by
Rep. Bill Nelson, which would
place one sludent on the BOR is
awaiting aclion by the HousP
Approprialions Commitlee. The
legislation has already rf'ceived
the approval of lhe Educalion
Committee.
Gus Turnbull, staff direclor

Nationwide

Students win
regent seats
College Press Service

S0me people say the protest of the '60s gave way to thf'
apathy of the '70s and cite the mood on camp.us as the perfect
example. Al though some colleges can muster enough students
together for a convincing show of force on tuition increases, few
schools are hotbeds of action for more student power. Student
power, jt seems, has been lost to the scramble for jobs.
But working within the bureaucracy for more student
influ ence over the university administration, many students
have won places for themselves on the school's governing
boards. And statistics indicate ' that the impetus Lo provide a
chair for students at the regents' round table.is increasing.
At last count in 1974, at least 20 states had student members
on their governing boards at public ·colleges and universities.
About seven ov those· states allowed their student members to
have full vot ing power . . About seven others allowed their
students to participate in the decision-1-haking process only until
it was time to vote. The remaining :5tates permitted .student
rep rese n ta ti ves to serve on committees but not to attend
full-scale governance meetings.
But the str~ggle for more student representation on ~hese
boards continues in earnest. A bill now before the West Virginia
state legislature creates a npn-voting seat on the state's Board of
Regents for a student to be, appointed by the governor.
Although members of the West Virginia l,egislature thought they
were acting progressively by putting a student in an advisory
capacity to the regents, many students believe it only goes
halfway.
"Tbe Board of Regents is afraid students and faculty would
take over if they receive voting rights," said one West Virginia
.student body president. 'This is unfounded." Without the vote,
he added, tlie bill is a waste of paper.
,:
Since the 1972 "sense of Congress" · resolution whicl1 was
passed at the same time as the Higher Education Act; more
states have been considering the idea of putting students to
work at governance. Congress had indicated that the governing
boards of public institutions should reassess their representation
of students and many . states even went so far as to 'mandate
student participation in governance.
,
But seating those students on boards and giving theri full
voting powers has been a slow process. Many uniyersity
administrators believe that students represent a special interest
group and would be incapable of voling on crucial iss'~es as
representatives of society's best interests. Furthermore 1 ~ritics
of student representation say, students aren't · around lohg
enough to become effective members who can vie* the
university's problems in the long run.
"A st'udent is transient, usually immature · and not too
knowledgeable," said one opponent of students having votes on
governing boards.
.
Finally there is no poiht in trying to appoint a true
representative of students because students are such a diverse
r-:
group. .
But· advocates of student regents argue that the de ·isions of
the govern ing boards significantly affect the students at the
school. Adding the student voice to regent's discussions w9uld
provide regents with a better idea of how students will react to
their decisions.

Three good reasons

!O vote for

DAVID
DINGESS

McKay was defeated by the
for the House Education
Senate Education Committee
Committee, said
the
which later agreed to reconsider
Appropriations . Committee
the bill this week.
should consider the Nelson bill
A bill which requires "posiLivr
next week. A similar bill was
action" by the legislature for all
introduced last year, Turnbull
university tuition incrPases has
said, but didn't "generate much
been passed by the House and is
interPsl. '-' This year, due to
awaiting pferral to a senate
HousP Speaker Don 1\1cker's
committee. Presently
if no
support, the bill has a better
action is Laken by thf' legislature,
chance, Turnbull added.
·
the
Lui ti on increases
Turn bull said he belie>ves the
automatically Lake effect. Under
Nelson bill has the best chance
·the proposed legislation, if the
of reaching the governor of 'h is
I gislaLure Lakes no action, the
signature.
current fees remain in pffrcL
Also in Appropriations
The companion senate>
Committ e is a bill introd ced
legislation is now in the Ways
by Rep. -Grover Robinson which
and Means Committee after
reduces BOR members terms
being approved by · the
from 9 years to 5 years._
EducaLion _Committee.
Attached to the. bill is a studenl
Rep. Lee Moffitt's bill, which
regenL amendment. The
provides for a distinction
amendment, inlroduced by Rep.
between student activity fees
Clark Maxwell, allows the
and student service fees. The
appoin.tment of a student
member for a term of five years
service fees will be expPndPd by
Lhe university instead of
or less.
Robinson's bill, which allows
studen Ls under the proposal,
which is now in a house
a student ·in the collective
subcommittee. According to
bargaining process has passed U1e
Turnbull, Moffitt isn't pushing
Commerce Committee and · is
the bill, so passage this session
also in the Appropriations
isn't likely .
Committee awaiting action.
· A bill which requires that
The senate's companion
collective bargaining legislation · Leaching be the first priority of
university faculty members is
in traduced by Seu,. Buddy

A house resolution which
pisapproves the ·student fee
schedule as submitted by the
BOR has just been referenced to
committee. A rPsolulion· doesn't
require the governor's signature,
only passage by both houses.
Turnbull said the resolution will
have a "fairly tough lime."
A bill caJ Jm g ror a semesLer
calendar is still on the Senate
Education Committee calendar.
Myers said he believes there is a
"great possibility" of passage
' sinc-e the BOR endorsed the
_measure.

BOR unit urges ntiniDlunt class size

The Pro gr a 1n and
Communications Committee of
the Board o[ Regents voled
Wedne's day to recommend to the
board that it adopt minimum
class sizes for courses. It is
hoped the proposal will offst?t
legislative feeling to do away
with "low productivity"
gr a.du ate programs, BOR
officials said.
Roy Mc Ta rnaghan, SUS
vice-chancellor for academic
programs, explained lhat certain
graduat e programs are
s upp I e· men tar y to other
programs and don't produce
aegrees. "It's more meaningful
to look at whether students are
enrolled in the courses than
whether or not degrees are
produced through the program"

McTarnaghan said.
Under the proposal, lower
division courses must have 15
students enrolled, upper division
classes must have 12 enrolled
and graduate courses must have
seven students. Each academic
vice-president ha~ th~e option of
reducing class _sizes for 3 per
cent of the undergraduate classes
each semester, and for 5 per cent
of the graduate courses.
The committee of Belly Anne
Staton, J'ames Gardener and
chairman Marshall Harris also
recommended to the board that
enrollment in education
programs be reduced by 10 per
cent at the entering junior class
level.
Mc Ta r n a g h a n s a i d t h e
proposal was adopted "with the

recognition that there has
already been a 12.8 per cent
decrease in baccalaureale
Leaching degrees i~1 1973-74 and
1974-75." A legislative
subcommittee has recommended
that enrollment in education be
chopped 25 per cent.
Following a suggestion from
University of Sou th Florida
President Cecil Mackey, the
commitlee voted to send to the
board a proposal that would
place a $5 maximum fee on each
credit hour dropped during
add-drop period.

Recipe # 11¥2.
108 EAST CANTON AVENUE
WINTER PARK · FLORIDA· 32789

Tll_. 115 f H7·1111

1. Find someone who has a freezer.

Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gold in it;
Go away.
Come back later that same day.
Open the bottle and pour a shot of the
golden, viscous liquid.
6. Drink it with grace and dignity.
Or other people, if they're not around.

tt ~OARLENE WENGER, Prop.%]

2.
3.
4.
5.

Offering the

FllHT in
IEl'I
BAIR CIRE

*President· Pro Tempore of
student senate
*Member of Pol.itical
Science Union, FTU
Young Democrats, and
various other organizations
*Has introduced important
I egislation throughout his
term as a senator.

and the
MIST in
Good time
Hot Lather
Shaves.
Facials and
Manicures,
Oldtime
Shoeshines

The list goes on
David shou Id too

Vote David Dingess· for Student
Body ·Vice-President today!!!

ANY STYLE $7.75

TO
JOSE CUERVO,. TEQUILA . 80 PROOF.
!:vtPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1975. HEUBLEIN. INC .• HARTFORD. CONN .

- - -""11'fl1s1na11ae:em

also in the House Appropriations
Co mmiLtee. The legislation
introduced by Rep. Richard
Hodes mandates Lhe BOR is seL
minimum hours for teachers to
be in contact with students.
Hod<>s has also introduced a
prop osa 1 that changes the
funding structure of U1e
university sysLem. According Lo
Turnbull, the bill requires that
funding "get away from the
complete reliance> on student
credit hours and rely more on
enrollment" in the university
system. The bill has just ~een
filed and no action has been
taken.

FTU STUDENTS

,

..
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Textbooks simplified to henefi1 FTU cl uh·s slate
students .lacking reading skill
Wekiva clean-up
By CYNTHIA CROSSEN
College Press Service

The word is out to college
textbook publishers that today's
students don't have the reading
skills tliey once did and
tr ad i ti on al t ex t b o o ks are
frequently beyond their- grasp.
"The abstractions, the
difficulties of reading specific
words and understanding the
meanings of such words bore
many of our st':ldents,"
Queensbor.ough Colleg'e basic
ed ucation skills department

Enrollntent
Continued {rom page 1
permanent instr\,lctional
equipment "has been markedly ·
reduced in the past two years
due to budgetary cutbacks and
in many areas, the critical stage
has been reached," he added.
"These additional funds as
WP II as the reduction in total
students during the spring
quarter have helped to relieve
some of the stress .e s of
over-enrollment and
underfunding experienced
·during the fall quarter. However,
the university is still far from
being able to meet all of it~:
needs or to reduce faculty
, loading even to 1973-74 levels,"

Bolte commented.
College deans who earlier this
year expressed concern about a
lack of funds and materials
spring quarter if no additional'
money was received, now appear
assured of making it tlfrough the
quarter with no major problems.
Dean- Charles Micarelli, of ·the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts said the cnrollmen t reserve
money has helped. "But we can
always use more money,' he
added. The decrease in
enrollment this 'quarter has
caused classes in the college "not
to be as overcrowded," Micarelli
·
said.
Dean Bernard Kissel .of the
College of Soc!al Sciences said
the enrollment reserves "bailed
us out. · We're not healthy, but
.we're not in a hole," he ·added.
Dean Robert Kersten of the
College of Engineering said the
enrollment reserve money
"helped a go~d bit. When you
much, a Kersten
bucketful
is
adon't
lot,"have
he quipped.
said

;t;,~
·:~;r~:!;~~: ~~1f~~~·~~
down, but he said . "this is a

chairman Paul Panes exp lained,
· "and they don't get as much out
of college as they should.
"We find students are entering
our colleges (both two- a·n d
four-year instituLions) with
reading levels way below the
level .needed tomaster college
texLbooks that traditionally have
been written and prepared for
college," Pane said. .
.
Publishers claim that in recent
years word has - peen coming
back
from cam.puses, '
particularly two-year
community colleges and urban
institutions, that their books are
"too hard" for students. But
textbooks for two-year schools
and urban institutions probably
won't be any differen L from
four-year colleges where
remedial reading courses are o.n
the upswing.
College administrators even at
four-year institutions adrnit that
today's college students are not
as adept at reading and writing
English as 'they once were.

Student
wins ASME
contest
A FTU graduate student in
the Department of Mechanic'al
Engineering and Aerospace
Sciences recently placed. first in the Sanford-Wallace ·Technical
Paper Contest held at the 1976
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers GASME Regional
Stblden L Conference.
Arthur H. Litka received a
certificate and a $100 check for
his efforts. As fa:st place winner
frorri Region XI, Litka is elgible
to go to New York for the
Winter Annual Meeting of ASME
to · compete for the Old Guard
prize.
;/

This is the first time a
_representative . of the FTU
Student Chapter of the ASME
has entered the competition.

"Students today are more
More than 100 members of FTU sLudent organizations are
verbal," said Winston Doby,
expected to clean up Wekiva Springs SaLurday in hopes of
UCLA director of academic
winning a $1,000 scho larsh ip Lo be given to the Goldstein
programs. "They don't read.
memorial Fund recently established by the FTU Foundation to
They don't have the written
honor the lale Dr. Ernst M. Goldstein.
skills they once did. They're TV
Bill McGaughy, president of the FTU Aqua-Knights, said
educated."
representatives of fraternities and sororities on campus will
Other factors have influenced
participate in "Pitch-In," a national clean-up drive co-sponsored
the decreased reading levels at
by Anheuser-Busch Co. and the ABC Radio Nt>wwork. The
colleges. More people who
Aqua-Knight~ and Tyes sorority are organizing FTU's efforts.
wouldn't have 'gone Lo college 10
McGaughy said Wayne DPnsch Inc., a local distributor for
or 20 years ago are now
Anheuser-Busch, has donated $200 to the clubs. The sum will
enrolling, especially in two-year
be used for film and other project expenses, with the remainder
institutions. And according Lo
going to the FTU Waterski Club to renovate a used boat. The
one publisher, community
clubs will compile a scrapbook _on Lhe Wekiva clean-up project,
colleges are reporting a decrease
including photos, which will be sent to the nationa) judges.
in reading-level. "We have had
Colleges nationwide will be judged on their documanted
reports of some of these
participation in "pitch-In." The schools are eligible to win a
students reading at a sixth-grade
$1,000 first place or a $500 second place scholarship award in
lev(~ I,,, an editor al John Wiley &
each of five regions.
Sons said.
·
· Last year, Brevard Community College won for the southeast
Publishers are now using
region- with a clean-up project in the Cape Canaveral area, and
readability formulas to
the Black Student Union, representing FTU, won a non-cash
determine the difficulty of a
merit award.
textbook's . language. These
McGaughy said the clubs will work from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
scales measure the sentenef'
Saturday cleaning up trash, distributing litter barrels·and posting
structure and number of words
signs. . He said students interested in helping which have nol
in a sentence and subtract for
attended the organizational meetings may meet other members
polysyllabic words. Accor.ding to
of ~he group at the Wekiva Springs Marina.
an article in a recent "Annals of
the Academy of Political and
Social Science," "if a book is to
sell well · in the large junior
college market, it must not score
higher than 11th to 13 grade on
such tests."
Traditional college texts,
according to the article, '·are
often - tedious affairs, poorly
The FTU Debate Team
losing on a split decision.
written, visually unattractive and · recen Lly participat'ed in the ·
Butler said the tournament
several years out of date when
National Debate Tournament, an
was, "a great beginning for next
they are published." Textbook
event Debate Team Coach Jeff
year," and added the future of
publishers, now feeling a decline
B u t l e r. d e s c r i bed as "the
debate al FTU' is bright.
in business, are attempqng to
culmination of the best year in
correct these problems while
our history."
increasing the readability of the
Ed Foster and Pat Jerome,
books.
FTU's Lop debate team, traveled
Chapter formats are being
to Boston for the national
more carefully drawn up with
. competition after qualifying
"The Round Table," the
well-placed headings and
earlier as one of four teams to
Fu Lure 's planned quarterly
sub ti ties, easier-to-read type
represent the Southeastern
magazinl' supplement, has been
faces and lists of new tPrms at
states.
canceled d UP Lo lack of
the ends of chapters.
According to Buller, FTU
contributions from students.
But the textbook publisher's
placed higher in overall
The
decisfon was made last week
loss of business is not due to less
competition than any other first
by
the
Fugure editorial board.
use of texts by instructors, as
year school, not falling out of
Th e proposed 32-pagP
some academicians would like to
contention until the sixth round.
magazine was designed Lo
believe. A 1974 survey. done for
In the first three rounds of
encompass literary and artistic
the American Association of
debate the FTU team emerged
areas 'not included in the Future.
American Publishers showed
victor\ous over Universiry of
Contributions sought included
that the textbook was still the
Kansas, University of
poetry, shorL stories, essays,
primary teaching tool of the
Massachusetts and Houston
in-depth news stories, feature
college level with 81 per cent of
University. They fell to Catholic
stories, creative photographs and
college instructors using one in
University in the fourth r?und,
artwork.
their undergraduate courses.

"EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
A position exists for one person

EMPLOYER:
---~----1 LOCATION:
typical phenomenon each winter
and spring."

What takes
only a tew minutes, .
doesn·' t hurt and
could save your life?'

THE PAP TEST.
The Pap test can detect
cancer of the cervix when it's
virtua.l ly 100% curable, The
test takes only a few minutes
and ·doesn't hurt.
Your doctor takes a sample
of the cells of your cervix that
shed routinely each day. This
sample is easily and painlessly taken.
Your cells are then studied
under ·a microscope and, if
cancer is present, the microscope will reveal it. Reveal it
in its earliest stage when
chances for cure are greatest.
This test can save your life
because it catches cancer long
before any symptoms appear.
And you won't need a Pap
test for another year.

i

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY e
TH IS SP ACE CO NlAID UTCO BY l HE PU8lt S HEA

The State of Florida
Computer Laboratory Naval Training
Equipment Center 0rlan do, Flon"da
DUTIES :
prorammmg
· (ana Iys1s· and cod"mg
- )the XDS Sigma, 7 and various mini
computers in FORTRAN and assembly
· language for scientific applications
(nu'°erical computations and graphics)
and for system ·software _
generation
and maintenance.
REQUIREMENTS: Person available for at·least two
.years. Therefore prefer' a junior or a
beginning graduate student. Some
Calc~lus helpful.
HOURS:
211 hours/week when school in session
40 hours/week at other times
CONTACT:

Dr. David W. Abbott · Psychology
Dept., 275-2216 If in·terested make ·
appointment and bring resume.

National ~ourney closes
debate's ·best year'

'Round Table'.
scrapped

WARNING:
The IvoryTower
isaboutto
collapse.
It's your fast year of college . .Why think
about life insurance now'? Because, the
older you get the more it costs. And next
year, it's all up to you. Find out
about CollcgcMaster.
('all thl' i;icklit~ l nion CollegeMaskr•10
Field Associak in your area:

COllegeMaster:
"ORLANDO AGENCY'' 678-1326

Put one student
on regents panel
when paying 30 per cent of
A year ago, two
_their ducation osts.
proposals in the state
Twenty-five per ce nt
legislature to place students
representation, however, is
on the Board o{ Regents
not j us ti f i d . W d on 't
were buried _in ed ucation
be 1iev e stud nts could be
and finance committees of
fam i 1iar e nough with the
the Florida State and House
legal and financial
of Representativ es.
ramifications of allocating
Introduced in April.
extraordinary $Ums of
197 4, they have died for
mon ey t'o an ent.ire
two yea:r:s on legislative
university system to justify
calendars. But since last
making thr e of them
year's session, things have
r
eg nts (many of th
changed: the SUS has seen
m o r e s e·r i o u s f i n a n c i a 1 reg n ts n o w h ave bro ad
experience in these areas).
pr·oblems· stud e nts have
· In addition, Nelson's bill
gotten another tµition hike
has
a b tter chance of
without the - benefit of a
passage in the legislature-it
vote in the decision;
is u nreallstic to think the
perhaps most . importantly,
legislature would agree to
l egis lators seem to be
three student regents
considering stud nt
ii;nmediately when before
representation at the state
there w ere none. Passed by
level more seriously.
the education committee
R e c e n t 1 y , s e -n a t e
and awaiting action in the
committees voted to send
appropriations committee,
to the floor a bill sponsored
the psoposal has won the
by Sen. Jack Gordon of
support of House Speaker
Miami, incr eas in g the
Don Tucker, enhancing its
membership of the BOR to
chances.
12, with three membPrs of
We hop e the hous .
the panel being students.
com i~ it tee w i 11 clear
We do not advocate
Gordon's proposal, but · Nelso~'s p.roposal, and that
the legislature will pass it as
instead favor a bill to place
_a long overdue measure to
one student on a
give stud~nts representation
10-member board, proposed
in making decisions
by Melbourne R e p. Bill
concerning the system
Nelson.
which they are, in part,
It is true that students
supporting.
have input already, and thus
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
the only valid reason for
supporting the proposal is
to get a vote by a student
who would represent the
interests of students. More
important than having
another voice in SUS rulings
is havin_g a vote in those
decisions. As Gordon has
Page 6-April 23, 1976
said, it is appropriate that
students _be represented

Hints for playing grade game:
what grades are-and -aren't

classroom, practice field
I suspect that anyone with the
superstars . These ary players
temerity to "reOect" on gradeE
who excell in practice but
will be charged with everything
disintegrate in the game. They
from sophistry to intellectual
are often terribly hard workers
bigotry. Nevertheless, I believe
and exceptionally conscientious
that the subject is timely and
Dr. Joby M. Anthony
but, my friends, there efforts
appropriate and I have
and attitudes are only relevant
determined to run the risks.
Assistant Professor
Sin-ce I will be expressing
to the extent that they produce
of Mathematical Sciences
- personal opinions, it seems only
acceptable (or better)
fair to warn you of my peculiar
performance when some rascal is
combination of biases. Briefly
enforcing arbitrary -rules and
another rascal is keeping score.
. T70te
0'-f-ficer'S
stated there are two. First of all
Y 4
J•
J} i
~ '
- I am a traditionalist. By this I
One final observation on wbat
mean that novel techniques and
grades aren't: Grades are not a
aren't grades? They are neither private matter. However you
fly-by-night ideas must clearly
eternal reward nor everlasting may treasure this thought, it is
demonstrate their superiority
As in every election . for student senators or student body
before replacing time-honored,
.damnation. They are obviously not solely your time and money
not ~ternal or everlasting.
executive officers, we stress the importance of voting today
moth-eaten cliches.
which are at stake. In the first
If parents, society, -or personal
place, the financial burdens of
by every student who did not visit the polls yesterday to
Secondly, I suspect that I am
ambition have convinced you
public education are shared by
choose representatives which control significant portiqn of _ something of a cynic. For
the "public." More ·importantly,
that you will be forever a failure
tuition fees paid into th~ system.
·
example I tend to believe that
if you do not get an A in no body Ii ves completely for
If the fact that $2.14 of every tuition hour paid is
people in general, students in
"Advanced Survival 407," then I himself or even by himself. It is
allocated by your student leaders isn't enough of a motive,
particular, and myself especially
only a matter of time before the
are probably shiftless, certainly . have an exceptional "deal" on
consider the import~nce of electing a candidate to represent . lazy, and usually incapable of
the Brooklyn Bridge which is ripples ' from the pebble which
this entire student body to the administration and the
such obvious virtues as
right up your alley.
strikes you, reach me.We all
public.
.
s e If-di sc-ipli ne, intellectual
Eternal destinies have never suffer from any grade unfairly
We also urge your participation in approving the new
h 0 11 est y , an d g e nu i 11 e
been carefully correlated with given or' .any diploma conferred
·constitution April 29 and .3 0, a document which, while it
unselfishness.
report cards and, in fact, few
too cheaply.
institutions outsid~ of New . What then, you may w~ll ask,
makes no dramatic changes, is .important to pass for its
Of course ram not speaking
England have ever been are grades? Simply stated they
of you, gentle reader . The
.streamlining of the judicial branch and other improvements
pretE;!ntious enough to chisel are opinions. They are only
in the internal workings of Student Government.
previous confessions place me in
their diplomas in · tablets of opinions. They have never been
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
the unenviable position of being
stone. Then again, grades are not ·anything else. More precisely, a
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a cynical traditionalist whose
intellectual inertia ·is exceeded merit badges. Moreover, they
particular grade in a given course
only by an enduring, if have po effect wha-tever on the is a subjective evaluation of
depressing, conficence in
retention of your civil liberties. performance in that course, at
FLORIDA TECHNOLOG_ICAL UNIVERSITY
deprivity.
It is . difficult enough,
that time, and under those
Now about grades. I would
goodness knows, for a teacher to
hDITORIA/, BOARD: Dana Scott Hag/es. Hditor-i11-C/1iC'f Randy Noles.
peculiar circumstances.
like to subdivide my reflections
muddle through the grading of
Ma11agii1g l:"clitor: Myron S. Carde11 , Kerry R.- Fa1111ce. Associate h'di!Ors.
A college diploma is now, and·
Mark S. !less, St)()rts f,'Jitor.
your. papers, s'peeches and other
in to what grades are not and
in fact has always been, a sort of
l:IJITORIA'f. ST,1 FF: Do11 Cohle. !loll) Criswell. Dee De/ov. Arla Filko.
what 'they are. Grades aren't ari.
general exhibitions of
cumulative grade. It represents a
Ala11 (;{'('s/i11. Kurtis KlarJie. A1111c; · Nfrrrill. Midrnc:I PaJxett. Freel
expression of eitJ:ier sympathy of excellence, without being
collective opinion compiled over
Sommer
admiration . .While your
burdened by determinations of
a period of several years. A
B (JS/NESS STA FF: Barn1 Pait. 811si11ess Manager: Ke11t Klardie.
particular virtues as a human
the number of pats on the back
grade, or a diploma, are vah,iable
Adi C'rtising ManagC'r: PerryCa~ter. Sales Manager.
being may be obvious or kicks in the behind which will
precisely to the extent that the
(sometimes painful1y obvious)
be your destiny. Life will take
teacher or institution has an
Tile Fu tu re is p11 /Jlislzed 11 eC'k ly at Florida Tcc/111ological Unil'ersi ty hy
and your personal plight pitiful,
care of that.
President Cllar/es N. Millica11. It is written and edited by st11de11ts for tile
opinion which is worth
an A, B, C, D, or F cannot
Are there other things which
1111ircrsit.1 com1111111ity, with o.f.llcC'S i11 tile Art Complex 011 Libra Dri1!e.
preserving. A diploma's worth
·co111plai11ts 111ay be addressed to the editor-i11-d1iC'f and appC'aled to
empathetically be assigned on
aren't grades? Yes, of course.
exceeds the value of the paper it
the Board of P11blicatio11s, Dr. Frederic FC'dler. dtair111a11.
that basis. Therefore it is They are not measures of effort
is . printed on only when it is
Tlw editorial is tile opi11iv11 of tile newspaper as jormulatC'd by the
foolishness to plead for a or sincerity. Noble effort and
backed by an institution's
editor·i11-cllief and tile editorial board, and not llC'l'essarily tllat of the
"mercy D" to prolong your sweet sincerity are such priceless · reputation for producing
FTU administration. Other co111111e11t is the opinion of the writer alone.
college career one more quarter.
virtues tht they would be
graduates whose efforts are
11w F11 tu re welcomes letters bearinx sig11at11rcs. Names may be withheld
Of courst it is equally insulted to find that they had
sufficiently respected to make
for publican upon requC'st.
frivolous for an instructor to any commerc~l value at all.
Tflis public doc11111e11t was promulgated ar an annual cost of $49, TJ5.
them worth keeping around.
On the other hand, to borrow
or 24.J <?en ts per copy to i11for111 the FTU co1111111111ity of relatC'cl news
assign a "well-deserved A" to the
G r ad es are- s u b j e ct iv e
41tno1111ce111e11ts and actfritiC'S. Amwai aciPertising rC'1 enue of $20.425
sweet young thing in the first an illustration from athletics,
evaluations of performanc~ at a
defrayed 41 per cent of tllis.a111wal cost.
row because her smile is so there are in both the world of
Continued on page 7
Mailing address: P. O. Bo5• 25000. Orlando, Florida. 32816.· Hntered as
significan L Okay, what else a th le tics and the world of the
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Scoop style
•
new, gains
little support

By MYRON CARDEN

By RANDY NOLES

· Associate Editor

Managing Editor

Scoop Jackson, a dull,
sometimes obnoxious,
battleship-grey campaigner and
hero of the Democratic party's
conservative ·win ~, is really going
a11 out this time to win lhe
presidency.
His winning edges, if they
occur at all in the future primary
contests, must be forged from a
hard core Jackson coalitio·n of
labor and Jewish voters, coupled
with Humphrey sympathizers
hoping to blunt Carter's drive
for the nomination and clear the
way for another presidential run
by the senator from Minnesota.
Jackson's biggest problem
seems to be that these large
blocs of voters that pushea him
over the top in New York and
Massachusetts simply do nol
exist outside a few states in the
industrial Northeast, and
Jackson's success at attracting
support outside this group has
been dismal. ·
So it seems if Scoop can't
stop Carter in Pennsylvania on
May 23, chances are he can't do
it at all. Consequently, one of
the least charismatic candidate~
since Milton Shapp is changing
his style.
He thumps the lectern when
he speaks; his nasal monotone
quivers and rises to a fever pitch;
and he's attacking Carter with an
obnoxious pugnaciousness lhat
reported even offends many
Pennsylvania supporters of the
Washington senator.
,,
"The new Scoop,
unfortunately ranges from
offensive to rather pitiful. At 63,
it will no dou bl be his last try
for the presidency.Jackson is nothing if not
experienced. He has spe~t
virtually his entire adult hft m
politics in a 30 year period th~t
took him from the Snohomis
County prosecutor's office to six
terms in the house and five
terms in the senate.
Seen as a hawkish
conservative by the party's
liberal wing, Scoop's hard line
on defense and detente has
drawn support from, among
others, former U. N. ambassador
Daniel Patrick Moynihan.
"You can never have enough
security for Henry," complained
former Senator Gene McCarthy .
in 1971. "If he had his way, the
sky would be black with

Prof adds nod
to resignation
suggestion
Editor:
As a faculty member of FTU I
am delighted to add my
endorsement to the letter , of
April 2, which detailed the
failure of leadership and the
many problems that face this
institution and the State
University System. It could not
have been more on target.

One of the thorns in
American foreign policy which
day by day gets i m bedded
deeper and deeper is the
continuing squabbling with
Panama over the Panama Canal.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker
and Panamanian leader Gen.
Omar Torrijos Herrera have been
negotiating for the past two
ye a rs over a n e w treaty to
replace the Treaty of 1903.
Little progress has been made.
supersonic planes."
It's easy to understand the
Jackson's domestic policy,
bitterness felt by
however, is much less rigid, and
largely overlooked by his critics.
Panamanians toward
In fact, Jackson generally comes
continued operation of the
down on the libetarian side on
canal by America. Panama
domestic security questions.
has not only been divided
He was one of the shamefully
by a body of water
few senators to publicly snub
Sen . Joe McCarthy during the
controlled by another
worst days of the communist
government, but has only
witch-hunts, and refused in 1948
received token annual
t o c h 'a i r a c o m m i t tee on
payments for its
un-American activities.
exploitation.
Jackson's ecological and
environmental concerns have
As things now stand, the
also been largPly overlooked,
United St.ates would give up the
and were a man reason Florida's
Canal Zone and would increase
Ii be r al Gov. Re u b-iil Askew
pay men ts to the Panamanians
recently endorsed the
for a continued operating
Washington senator.
Often criticized as "the · control of the canal. However,
Herrera is under continuing
ultimate establishment
pressure
from leftist university
Democrat," and dubbed by
students and otheTs to totally
some colleagues as "the senator
eliminate the U.S. presence.
from Boieng" because of his
Bunker's proposals have not
vehement support of the massive
been
without criticism either.
defense contractor located in his
Sen. Strom Thurmond and 35
home state, Jackson still seems
co-sponsors introduced a
out of step with the current
resolu lion opposing the loss of
an ti-Washington wave Carter is
American sovereignty in the
riding to the nomination.
Canal Zone. With a two-thirds
vote needed to approve a treaty , ·
it seems that any treaty giving
con scessions to Panama would
be doomed.
A little history of the 1903
treaty is needed before
discussing the present situation.
The lrea ty itself was brought
about by coercion and deceit. A
Fr e nch stockholder in the
engineering company seeking to
Editor:
build the canal was appointed
Panamanian ambassador to the
Thank you for the intramural
United States. This was after
sports coverage given in the
misrepresentin g himself and
April 16 issue. As little as it was,
donating $100,000 to the cause
Intramurals, IFC, Panhellenic
of the Panamanian Revolution
and many students and faculty
raging at the time.
members appreciate the
To assure the sucdess of his
coverage . It is still the feeling of
company, a treaty totally
a majority of the above
u n favor a b 1e to Pan am a was
mentioned that there is not
ramrodded into effect by
enough coverage.
him- the unfairness of the treaty
Intramural sports are a big
was even commented upon by
part of hundreds, if not
the American· official who
thousands, of FTU students
negotiated it.
lives. And, it is one of the few
It's easy to understand the
visible means .of competition
bitterness felt by Panamanians
among Greek organizations.
toward continued operation of
Please continue cove rage and
the canal by America. Panama
increase it.
has not only been divided by a
body of water controlled by
MICHAEL HALPIN
another government, but has
CHAIRMAN,
only received token annual
IFC INTRAMURALS
payments for its exploitation.

Intramurals
coverage stilt
not adequate

\112 S. Semoran (Meat World Plaza)
275-8320

STU_DENT
SPECIAL
with Fil TER* 4.98

FTU's College of Education is
sponsoring a morning workshop
for teachers of young children in
which participants will. be
actively involved in dance, art,
music and sLory telling to be
held tomorrow at FTU.
The two-and-a half hour
workshop is designed to
illustrate how teachers of
children aged 3-8 can integrate
such activities in the classroom.
Area teachers wishing to
attend the workshop, beginning
at 9:30 am. should call the
Elementary Education
Department at 275-2161 for
further information.

reports due
Any student who lives in
Winter Park and has been
affected by the recent zip code
change should report their new
zip code to the Records Office
as soon as possible.

Mark Beverage quit
loading.trucks and
went f o school.

'J

Now he's building
· 1asers in a
research lab.
Mark Be,·erage didn't like the
\\'Ork he did, so he learned to do the
work he liked.
}' 011 can do the same.
There are owr one million technical
opportunities aYa ilabl in this country
right now.
Send today for your free record

and booklet. "You an Be Iore Than
You Arc" by T ony Orlando and D awn
You'll hear some great music
and find out how you
can start a bright ,
new caree r by going
to tec hnical school.

Write :

·Careers

$1 .00 extra

P .O. Box 111
\\"ashington, D.C. 200-1-1

20% off other parts

(tools & plugs excepted)
*Most cars, quantity limiteL

I

Workshop set
for teachers

Zip change

VALVOLINE OIL

0 //.

Grades

Continued from page 6
particular time, in a particular
place, and under circumstances
devised by a combination of the
institution and the instructor.
Is there a moral to this story?
Sure! There are several.
1. If you are a teacher,
zealously protect the integrity of
your opinion. It is really all you
have to sell.
2. If you are a student, recall
that performance is what is
pertinent. You do not devise the
rules by which your
performance is to be evaluated.
Furthermore, your opinions are
not the standard by which your
performance will be judged.
Master material and prepare
yourself to produce it when it
counts.
3 . If you are anyone,
remember. We are all in this
education business together.
Therefore, do not play silly
games designed to falsify
records, however strictly legal
your actions may be. Do not
encourage anyone else to do so
e i the r. G u a rd j ea lo us 1y the
integrity of the diplomas issued
by your institution. Ultimately,
this is all that justifies our
collective existence.

'fhurmond's position is hard
to swallow. The United States
already benefits from the canal
greatly since 70 per cent of all
canal traffic is headed to or from
American commercial ports. The
use of the canal has greatly
lowered costs for these shippers.
It is doubtful that continued
control over the Canal Zone
could improve our trade; in the
long run it could only hurt.
When they do take control of
the canal, the Panama
government could vent its
agitation over continued
American occupation by closing
shipping lanes to the United
States.
But the most important
reason for giving up control of
the canal to Panama is the view
held by many Latin American
countries of the United States as
a colonial aggressor. In view of
our continuing drop in
worldwide confidence, even the
slighfest hint of awareness and
concern for the problems of
other nations should improve
our image to somewhere near
that conveyed before Vietnam
and Angola.
As the debate intensifies, we
must consider the alienation of
Latin Americans, and afterward,
the difficulty of restoring
friendly relations.

HERMARTS ,AUTO PARTS

It is also a tribute to the
vindictiveness of members of the
administration at FTU that the
author of that letter and the
author of this letter find ~t
necessary to withhold their
names. The resignations of Dr.
Millican and Dr. Gambrell wou!d
be a good first step in what will
be a long and arduous process of
reformNAME WITHHELD BY
REQUEST

I

U.S. trade, image
at siake in Panama
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For the deaf

Club seeks
eye donations

FTU grad helps

The FTU Preprofessional
Society has formally
challenged all campus
organizations to a contest to
fill out as many eye wills as
possible.
A spok sman for the
society said sight can be
recycled by donating eyes,
upon death, to lhe North
Florida Lions Eye Bank for
Restoring Sight lnc. The Eye
Bank is supported Pntirely by
financial contributions and
eye do1~ations. There is no
cost Lo the donor anil the
eyes are made available to
patients without charge.
Eye wills will be made
available to the public, by the
society, April 27 to 30 on the
VC Patio. The organization
signing the most eye wills will
be
given state-wide
recognition.

Disney come alive
By CHRIS MIKLER
Special Writer

(Walt D i sney World Photo)

SUSIE GAUNTLETT, a Walt Disney World employe, uses
"finger talk" to communicate witl) deaf-mute guests of the.
entertainment complex. Susie, a recent FTU graduate, has a
degree in communication disorders.

.

Many of the thousatids of visitors taking in the popular attractions
at Central Florida's Walt Disney World cannot hear or speak. For
these people, the typical laughter and gaiety of the park experience
seems to fade away inio a noiseless void. Only th~ir imaginations can
tell them what the numerous sounds are like.
But in the last year, Susie Gauntlett, a former FTl:J student and a
tour guide at Disney, has managed to change all this.
She not only recognized a dire need for exclusive tours for the deaf,
she quickly approached her supervisor with the recommendation and,
together, the two created the first sign-language tours at Disney
World.
Susie, whose degree is in Communication Disorders, explained, "IL
had never been done before." She added, "I had an ability in my
department I knew no one else could contribute and I wanted to do
it.,,
So, the attractive. guide, who "loves working with people," began to
take small, deaf groups on attraction tours. The tour groups, she
explained, have remained small so that more attention can be devoted
to each person's needs.
Susie, who first became interested in the sign language as a junior
high school student, eventually turned her hobby into a college
pursuit. Upon entering FTU, Susie took classes from Ron Galuba, a
communication professor, no longer with the university. Through
Galuba's influence, Susie started Lo put her talents Lo work at Disney
World.
Although no one in the Gauntlett family is deaf, Susie's interest in
helping deaf people has grown. "The sign language irtvolves the
majority of the body," she explained. "It is a common misconception
to think the hands and fingers are the only parts of the body involved
in it."
"A deaf person doesn't have to feel he can't go to Disney
World ... he can," said the enthusiastic Susie.

Share.
the ride

with

afriend.

FTU adopts sponsorless Boy Scouts
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

Since last October FTU has
been doing its part in training
the men of tomorrow through
the APO/Favors cosponsored
Boy Scout troop.
"We're still looking for boys
Lo join," remarked Jeff Cepuran,
newly appointed scoutmasters of
the troop. "We have a uniquP
problem here--most . troops have
too many boys, and we can't get
enough," he ex plained.
The troop currently has 11
boys, most of whom came from
a disbanded Union Park High
School troop. That troop had
problems keeping a full time
scoutmaster and approached
FTU's Favors about sponsoring
the troop. APO was also
interested in the project and
consented to be a co-sponsor.
"But we're aiming to get the
boys of faculty, staff and.
students from FTU to join,"
interjected Cepuran.
Cepuran, a commissioned U.S.
Air Force officer (Reserves), said
he volunteered to be the scout
master when he learned the
troop was having difficulty
finding someone to take the
position permanently.
"I belonged to a troop which

was disbanded because we
of the university. He added the
couldn't keep a scoutmaster and
troop has already adopted a
I didn't want that to happen
certain pride of their own in
here," he said emphatically.
FTU: an attitude Cepuran views
Cepuran is an FTU graduate
as advantageous to the university
and good for community
in General Studies and is
presently working on a second
relations.
"We've already had lots of
degree in education.' He said his
personal past involvement in
requests from thP faculty to
scouting and his interest in seei
form a cub scout pack, but we
FTU become a more in Lricate
want Lo get Lhe troop firmly
part of the community werP also
established before we do that,"
said Cepur_an.
major reasons he decided Lo Lake
on Lhe job.
He explained the goal for
The troop has already had its
troop ·membership is 25 boys,
problems, however. Cepuran is
and said he is confident the goal
will be met as more members of
the Lhird scoutmaster the troop
has had in its short six-month - the FTU community become
aware of the troop's existence.
campus existence. Cepuran
however, claims he is here Lo
stay and said he is optimistic
about the future of the troop.
"WP have so many resources
•
available to us through FTU, like
Lake Claire and recreational
equipment that we can use," he
said and added the troop
participation in campus activities
(VC activities, mainly) is
The United Faculty of Florida
encouraged by himself and the
(UFF) met Monday with State
University System negotiators,
other FTU students who help
and proposed minimum salaries,
supervise the Lroop.
a 5.5 per cent annual pay hike,
The boys attended the Gene
cost of living raises and tenure
Roddenberry lecture and,
after seven years of teaching.
according to Cepuran, are
ei:ithusiastic about being a part
The proposals were detailed in
a 47-page, 10 point proposal to
the bargaining unit representing
the Board of Regents.

F acuity Senate wa~ts
drop in ESP hours

The Faculty Senate voted 30 to 6 Tuesday Lo pass a solution
altering the present upper division requirements of the Environmental
Studies Program at FTU effective September 1976.
The .following resolution, recommended by the Faculty Senate
Curriculum Committee, was passed: "The Advanced Environmental
Studies Program shall consist of 12 hours of upper division courses
outside the college in which the student is enrolled. The student shall
choose these courses in consulation with his adviser. This new
program will become effecitve in September 1976."
A recent faculty survey indicated that 90.6 per cent of the faculty
are dissatisfied with the presen L upper division requirements of the
Environmental Studies Program (Advanced ESP).
The university has had the program since it opened. It requres
students to complete three hours each in the business engineering and
education areas, as well as six hours of electives.
A recent resolution passed unanimously by the Faculty Senate
recommends that students be given the opportunity to develop a
minor area of study within the normal four-year program.
The recent faculty survey also found that 63 per cent of the faculty
would favor modifying the Advanced ESP as to allow a fr~er choice of
courses while maintaining the 12 hour requirement.

Cepuran added campus
support is imperative if the
troop is to be successful. FTU
men and women are needed to
help out in an -advisory capacity
and to supervise troop outings.
The troop will go on a survival
hike across the undeveloped
parts of campus next month and
future excursions, on and off
campus, are in the planning
stages.

The· union also wants benefits
that include medical, dental and
optical plans; life insurance in
the sum of five times the
employes' salary, relocation
expenses up to $1,500 to
anyone fired; and an optional
early retirement program with
full benefits.

-~~·
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The U FF . requested the
annual 5.5 per cent hike be
added to the minimum scale, in
addition to cost of living
adjustments, promotions at a 9
per cent salary hike, and merit
raises.

Two are more
fun than one.
A public se rvice of this newspaper,
The U.S . Department of Transportation
and The Advert ising Council .

UFF proposes
pay increase

The collective bargaining
agent proposed a minimum pay
scale ranging from 13,454 to
$35,000. The average
prOfessional salary is currently
about $16,000.
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FTU student to compete
for Miss Florida title
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

Pert and preLty, FTU's 19-year-old Rhonda
Crozier, alias Miss College Park will be one of
approxiimately 60 young women Lo compete for
the Miss Florida title and qualify for the Miss
America Pageant.
How would Miss Crozier react Lo being chosen
Miss Florida?
"I'd be so excited, just really excited!" she
exclaimed with a whistful glint in her sparkling gree
n eyes. "It's lucky lo even get into the top 10," she
added.
A sophomore marketing major, Miss Crozier is
frank, unpretentious and determined to use her
talent as a jazz dancer to become a fashion
buy er-designer.
"I wan l to go to a special school of design and
since I'm paying for my own education I )med the
scholarship money," she explained when asked why
she got involved with pageant competition. "You
need to have a goal to make it all worthwhile, to
really work at something," she said.
Miss Crozier has been studying dance, seriously,
for two years. She has been employed as a dancer
by Walt Disney World, a job which may keep her
from being at her toe-tapping best for the Miss
Florida contest this summer.

Photo by Kerry Faunce

RHONDA CROZIER, a sophomore marketing major, will
combine good looks, determination, and talent as a jazz
dancer in her bid to capture the Miss Florida title.

"I dance in the Disney on Parade show. You
know what those costumes are like," she mused.
"Well, during one show my headbrace (which olds
the huge character head weighing around 25
pounds) wasn't right and when I tossed my head I
pinched a nerve. I can't dance at all for three
months," she said. sounding a little forelorn.

Value of Ph.D. stirs national
debate, gloomy job forecasts
Graduate school. The name
itself rings presLige and upward
mobility. Put a Ph.D. behind
your name, and people will be
clamoring for your time and
advice. A peaceful life in lhe
isolation of academia awaits
graduates of graduate school.

degrees has borne this oul. For
instance in 1968, 3. 9 per cent of
Ph.D. recipients in English were
still jobless when they got their
degrees. In 1973, 21.5 percent
were unemployed when their
degrees were awarded.

Or did, until a few years ago
when graduate schools started
producing Ph.D.s much faster
than the country needed or
wanted. The college boom of the
'60s when universities needed
graduate assistants for teaching
and research had faded by then
and the economy was closing
down on academic research.

The national Board, which has
been studying various aspects of
graduate education for three
years, urged universities and
students not to go lo graduate
school because they think the
economic picture will brighten
in the next decade. The
unrealistic hope will only result
in "a wrenching and extremely
damaging downward adjustment
in the 1980s," the Board
concluded.

The debate was on. Should
graduate schools continue to
turn out specialists who would
never find jobs in their fields just
for the intellecLual purity of the
process? Or should graduate
schools take notice of the real
world an;produce only what the
economy could bear?

The board prescribed big
doses of honest analysis for
graduate programs, especially
new and undistinguished ones.
They also suggested that
graduate schools recruit a new
clienlele from other people who
already have jobs in th,e
community.

The pragmatics who think
graduate schools should be
relevant beyond the campus
boundaries are represented by
the National Board on Graduate
Education which recently
published forecasts for graduate
students of this decade. To be
pessimistic, Lhe report says, as
few as one in ten Ph.D.s will find
work teaching at colleges and
universities. That means that
nine oul of ten will be
"underemployed," working in
trucks, factories and high
schools.

The board suspected that
many faculty and administrators
of graduate schools would not
find their report good reading
and that they would resist the
"changing emphasis in · some
graduate programs" suggested by
their analysis.

By 1980, one economist
predicted, there would be at
least two Ph.D.s for every job
that is closely related to the
education provided in graduate
school. The growing scarcity of
jobs for people with graduate

Indeed, deans of 51 major
research universities dismissed
the idea of designing graduate
schools around the manpower
demands of the country last
November. In a report issued by
the Association of Graduate
Schools, the deans claimed that
such a shift in emphasis from the
purely intellectual to the reality
of the economy would 'violate
our tradition of individual
choice in a free society." The
individual student, the deans

A sports enthusiast, Miss Crozier is a part-time
physical education teacher at Azalea Baptist School.
She loves all kinds of sports and gymnastics, she said
and excitedly reported the ATO Little Sisters (of
which she is a mem~er) just won their last
basketball game.
A tar cry from the "dumb but beautiful" beauty
queen image so often projected, Miss Crozier is an
active FTU student. She was a cheerleader last year,
a summer senator and a member of the judicial
board. She is also a sorority gal, Delta Delta Delta to
be specific.
Miss Crozier said she feels the quality of beauty
pageants is improving with scholarship competitions
which place more emphasis in talent and personality
than just good looks.
"I don't think women are being exploited in
scholarship pageants because now they have more
freedom to express themselves. The interviews are
probably the most important part," she explained.
Miss Crozier added she feels the non-scholarship
pageants throw a bad light on all beauty pageants
· because they place all emphasis on beauty, not
talent.
Along with a love for athletic endeavors, Miss
Crozier said she enjoys painting, drawing people and
writiog.
"I can't sjng, though," she commented with an
impish grin. "My singing would scare anybody! As a
matter of fact, I don't have any kind of musical
ability. I wanted lo play piano once and it took me
three weeks just to find middle C!"

Gay raps scheduled

Scholarhip or economic realities?

College Press Service

Refusing to be totally dejected because of her
convalesence, Miss Crozier said although "it's
pushin' it" to be back in shape for the competition
by June, she is, "anxious to gel practicing and be
ready.

added, should be the "primary
determinant or graduate
enrollment."
The graduate association
report admitted that finding jobs
for doctorates would be tough in
the future and that prospective
graduaLe students should realize
the tough competition they
would face even with their
degrees. But "those who elect to
pursue · graduate study
nonelheles~ should be welcomed
for their disinterested dedication
rather than denied the
opportunity for advanced
study."
The in Lellectual purists agreed
that some changes in graduate
schools were inevitable and in
some cases welcome. More
"non-traditional students" with
different kinds of goals would be
ent~ring graduate schools and
the deans agreed that new
programs would have to be
designed for them. But the
"adj ustment process," they
warned, has inherent "dangers of
overresponse, . of underemphasizirig lhe things that
universities do best, and of
neglecting the long-range
contributions of Scholarship."

The FTU Gap S.tudent
Association will hold discussion
and consciousness-ra1s1ng
sessions each Monday from 7: 30
to 9 p.m. in VC 211 starting
Monday.
Club president John Greene
said the association is also
looking for gays to partcipate in
"a celebration of gays in the
visual and performing arts."
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Black Awareness Week: film, song and talk
By LILLIAN SIMONEAUX
Special Writer

A film, lecture and religious gatherings were. just a few events to
highlight the theme of "Who, What, Where am I?" during Black
Awareness Week for 1976.
On Monday evening, Sam Greenlee stressed the idea that the black
race should make more of an effort to control their existance in
society. He based his speech on his novel and movie, "The Spook Who
Sat by the Door."
The two hour film, based on the novel, dealt with the black
revolution. The main character Freeman, after· having struggled
through college is admitted to the CIA. After training, Freeman
returns to his southside Chicago home. He persuades his old buddies
to give up heroin and teaches them guerrilla warfare in which they
plot a revolution that eventually spreads throughout major U.S. cities.
Greenlee, who has a degree in political science, spent about eight
years as a professi~nal propagandist in the United States Information
Service. He said he was fed up with discriminatory treatment and
decided to become a professional propagandist outside the
government.
Greenlee said that in seeking survival or salvation, the black race
should not necessarily take the route of vioience as in the film,
although they should be aware that this may be a necessity.
Throughout his talk, Greenlee, dressed in blue denim and a string of
turquoise beads, referred to the white race as "they," and the blacks
as "us." "I'm beginning to believe that the only thing wrong with
niggers in this country is white folks," he said to a clapping crowd of
about 40. "We need a good innoculation against the white pig flu," he
said.
The role and development of religion in black America was the
.
topic of Tuesday's events.
The Rev. C. McKinzie, an FTU student, was first. to speak of the
achieve men ts ·of the church.
Since the enslaving of the black race the negro has used religion as a
vehicle for hope of freedom and an outlet for his ·passions according
to McKinzie. He said Black America shifted the emphasis for the
agony of his dark and brutal e~perience to a belief that someday he
would know his manhood.
The Rev. J. F. Hargrett, a pastor from Mount Pleasant Missionary
Baptist Church in Orlando, said blacks and whites are truly divided in
America, but they have both contr\buted to the development of one
great · America. Our country denies us nothing, he said. The only
person who does not achieve, is the one who does not go out to

Photo by Mike Padgett

THE MOUNT ZION JUBILEE CHOIR, directed by Pat Godbolt, rounded out Tuesday
evening with a gospel music festival. Also appearing was the Jones High School Choir,
directed by Edna S. Hargrett. The groups sang with sensitivity and strength before a crowd
of about 7 0 in the V CAR.
A lively gospel festival was celebrated later that evening with the
Jones High School Choir and the Mount Zion Jubilee Choir.
Jones directress Mrs. Edna S. Hargrett energetically played the
piano while the choir, dressed in red and black, sand, "Oh yes I'm
ready, Oh yea I'm ready for judgment day, I'm ready to see my
Lord."
·
On Wednesday, racism and politics was the topic of Dr. John T.
Washington's speech. Watermelon seeds were to be spat Thursday for
a prize of more watermelon, followed by a soul food dinner.
Tonight, "Purlie," a broadway musical will be played by th_!_ Black
Performing Arts Troupe at 8 p.m. in · SCAUD. To conclude Black
Awareness Week, on Saturday a fashion show and dance with the
"Monterays" and the "Dolls" will begin at 7 p.m. in the VC
Multipurpose Room.

Album review

Genesis is obtuse, hut creative
By BERNADETTE CROTTY

- - - - - -- --- - ---

·-

Special Writer
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SAM GREENLEE, who spent about eight years as a
professional propagandist in the United States Information
Service, stressed the black race should make a greater effort
to control their .existence in society.

If you are into Genesis at all you will surely enjoy
their latest release, "A Trick of the Tail." The
album is consistant Genesis from cover design to
!:,;;, (/ t /11 , /r,,1
label glue.
Lyric lly they seem obtuse, but upon inspection
(which is necessary with all Genesis releases), they
display a creativity that soars above all norms.
Some were concerned the group would fall from
its present zenith in popularity with the departure
of lead singer Peter Gabriel. Not so. Indeed, as one
Genesis follower said, "This album proves that
Gabriel wasn't their only source of greatness."
Soft, flowing, well-meshed craftsmanship
keynotes the enti're album. The group's
instrumentation creates an airy atmosphere from
flowing walls of sound to beautiful melodic
passages.
Best cuts? Well that is difficult to say because the
more you listen the more you like. "Mad Man
Moon" (written by Tony Banks) rates high.
"Ripples," a Mike Rutherford and Tony Banks on the lead and 12 string quitars, Phil Lollins on the
composition, takes second by just a shade. Speed it rums and lead vocals and Mike Rutherford on the
up and add a dash of Genesis magic power and you 12 string guitar and bass.
will have "Dance on a Volcano.''
My advice to Genesis followers and music
Genesis' expertise is commanded by Tony Banks lovers--listen to Genesis in your personal set of head
on the keyboards and synthesizers, Steve Hackett phones; buy "A Trick of the Tail."

Book review

/ One 111an oil exhibition
featured in FTU gallery

Shallow· nostalgia atteinpt
describes sixties novel
By RANDY NOLES
Managing Editor

The 1960s was a decade of
turbulence and change -- a
decade marked by violence,
social upheaval, and a
questioning of time-honored
values and morals by the
nation's youth.
Growing up in the 60s,
though it was an exciting
experience, nonetheless faced

young people with moral
dilemmas that would have been
irrelevant twenty years earlier. It
was an era of free love, Viet
Nam, psychedelic drugs, dodging
the draft and social protest. It
was an era where the
television-and
Dr.
Spock-reared-generation seemed
at times to tum things upside
down and inside out. Some are

Continued on page 11

· A one-ma:n exhibition of
realistic oil paintings by. John
Ward, associate professor of art
at the University of Florida
( UF), will be on display in the
third floor teaching gallery in
the Humanities & Fine Arts
(HFA) Building through April

30.

'Looking Back'
Superficial

Ward, who teaches art history,
art criticism and basic drawing
courses at U of F, says he paints
" .. ,.pictures of people and
things. I try to depict them as
immediately and intensely as

possible. Some of my more
recent work involves references
to photographs and to famous
pain tings."
Ward has a masters degree in
art history from Yale University
and has been on the UF faculty
since 1962. His paintings have
been exhibited in the New
Orleans Museum of Art Biannual
Juried Exhibitions in 1971 and
197 5 and the Jackson ville Art
Museum where he featured a
two-person show with his
artist-wife, Nan Ward.
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_Poet Dylan also rocker .as
·Rolling Thunder hits Stadiuin
By MYRON CARDEN
Associate Editor

The woman in the long dress
flashing an expressive almost shy
smile was joined at the
microphone by a man clothed in
a black leather jacket with a red
bandana around his hair.
Suddenly the two began to sing:
'"How- many roads must a man
walk down, before the call him a
man."
As the last notes of "Blowing
In the Wind" were heard, the
capacity crowd in the Lakeland
Civic Center gave a thunderous
round of applause to the two
legends .on stage -- Joan Baez and
Bob Dylan.
Dylan was in Lakeland
Sunday night on the start of his
new Ro 11 ing Thunder Revue
which features Miss Baez. The
Revue will roll in Lo the Orlando
Sports Stadium tonight at 7: 30.
If the Lakeland show was any
indication, Dylan's Orlando visit

should be the .biggest musical
·e xtravaganza to hit Central
Florida since the dawn of the
rock and roll era.
Bob Neuwirth and his band
Guam began the almost
four-hour show with a lively set.
Neuwirth did his tribute Lo Hank
Wi I Iiams en ti tied "Alabama
Dark." Former David Bowie
sideman · Mick Ronson who
seems basically content with
Dylan and Neuwirth's folksy
music performed the only real
rocker of thy night, "Is There
Life on Mars. '.' Neuwirth and his
all-star band all joined in on the
classic "Battle of New Orleans."
Texas freak Kinky Friedman
came- out next and performed a
well -received set of his kinky
satire tunes. His biggest roar was
for his infamous "A--hole from
El Paso."
Th e virtually unnoticed,
D y I a n· t o o k th e s tag e ~ n d
performed a brief set. One thing .
he proved is · that he can rock

and roll, too. Prancing about the
stage with his leather jacket and
his ever-present growth of beard ,
he seemed more akin to a '50s
rocker than the poet laureate
an entire generation.

of

This characterization was only
heightened during his final set
when he played · some lead slide
guitar. He performed such
classics (every Dylan son is a
classic, actually) as "Maggie's
Farm," "Pity the Poor
Immigrant," a reworked "Lay
Lady Lay," "I Threw It All
A way/' "Sheller from the
Storm" and an inspiring version
of "Idiot Wind."
Miss -aaez received nearly as
much adulation· as Dylan for her
outstanding set. She showed that
her lilting voice is still the purest
in modern music as she
performed "The Night They
Drove Old Dixie Down,"
"Diamonds and Rust" and "Old
Joe Hill." ·

VC events

Photo by Kerry Faunce

THREE ·EASTER BUNNIES entertained about 70 children
belonging to students, faculty and staff of FTU at an Easter
party last Saturday. Sponsored by the Village Center, the
children were treated to an Easter egg hunt and were given
the traditional candy and jelly beans. Not to be left out
Bashful Bunnie (Mike Crumpton), Be1·nie ' Bunni~
(Bernadette Crotty) and Ralph Rabbit (Ralph Watzel) were
awarded chocolate "bunnies" for their service.

MuSic festival slated
for Sunday-Tuesday
"America in Concert" is the
theme for this yrar's
- Contemporary Music Festival,
featurin g the Florida Symphony
Orchestra (FSO).
Sponsored by the FTU Music
Department and Student
Government, the three-day ·
festival will open with a
performance by the FSO Sunday
at 3 p, m. Al I even ts in the
festival will be held in the
VCAR.
Featured in Sunday's concert
will be Dr. Gary Wolf, FTU
Music Department chairman and
pianist along with soprano
Eliza be th Wrancher, head of
FTU's voice program,
There will be an open
rehearsal of the FSO i.I~der the
di re ct ion of Maestro Pav le
Despalj aQ.d .assistant conductor
Maria ' Iunicka, Monday at 3 p.m.
Monday evening at 8 the FSO
-will present a concert featuri,ng
FTU's Sabina Micarelli, adjunct
instructor of music, on violin,
the FTU Choral orga.nizations
and guest choral students from
area high schools.
During the third day . of the
festival American composer
· lnysses Kay ·w m be on hand to
conduct rehersals of his music in
preparation for an evening
performance. Kay will perform
at 8: 30 p. m.; and the program
includes the FTU Chamber
Singers and outstanding FTU

Music students as soloists.
Admission Lo one rehersal and
one concert is $2, , and general
admission to all concerts and
one rehersal is $5. Students,
faculty and staff will be
ad"m itted free of charge.
Ticke-ts and further
information are available at
Streep's Music in Orlando and
the FTU Music Bepartmen t.

Parapsychologist, Greeks
highlight week's aCtivitieS
Tlrn Village Center has slated an unusual offering
Monday when Dr. Delores Kreiger of New York
University -presents her views on parapsychology in
medicine at 8 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.
Dr. Kreiger has appeared in countless programs
across the country advocating "laying-on of hands"
as a theraputic tool.
In addition to her evening appearance, Dr.
Krieger will be present at a luncheon in the Knight
Room at noon. Meals are "dutch" and all interested
students may attend.
"'MacBeth," the second in a four-part film series
entitled, "Shakespear's Greatest Hits" will be
presented in the VCAR Wednesday night al 8: 30.
The series is co-sponsored by FTU's Simply
Shakespear troupe.
"Deliverance" is the VC movie of the week
showing at 8:30 tonight and Sunday in the VCAR.
Staring Burt Reynolds and John Voight, there's
little to add Lo the rave reviews this top-notch flick
has received across the country. If you haven't seen
it, you're depriving yourself of some excellent
entertainment.
Next week is Greek Week with sorority and
fraternity competitions planned for Friday and
Saturday.
Kick!ng off the fun and frolicks is a party open to

middle-clas"s life. The rather
shallow perceptions in her book
could only come from one who
never really experienc.-ed the
sixties except as a disinterested
but meticulous -?cribe, relating
events and trends with admirable
detail, but leavmg the greater
questions -- those that require
thought and analysis
unanswered.
·
Even in Miss Maynard's
college years, she either faced no
moral dilemmas, or glossed over
them so thoroughly as to hide
them completely. She
acknowledged that things were
changing, but again, &eemed
apart and above the change.
"Looking Back" has receive
mu ch acclaim from the
establishment press as "an
insightf.ul look" into what went
through thyminds of the
"turned on generation," and
indeed, for a 23 year old, Miss
Maynard displays a remarkable
narrativl'. ability. But ' any
attempt to portray "Looking
Back" as something other than a
shallow, though amusing and
detailed, account of a sheltered
adolescent is just wishful
thinking. The essence of the
sixties remains, for the time
being, in the hearts and minds of

all FTU students Thursday night at 8 in the VCAR.
The "Silver Star Band" will privide the music, and
for additional entertainment, beer will be on sale at
"happy hour" prices. The attire for the evening is
"casual," but no jeans will be allowed(?).
If absurdity turns you on, stick around Friday .
afternoon when the Greeks see how many warm
bodies they can stuff into a volkswagon at 4:30 in
the VC Circle.
Other Gree.k Week highlights slated for Friday
afternoon and Saturday nmorning on campus includ
a chariot race, three-legged race and innertube relay.
One upcoming VC event which needs to be
mentioned now (so you can be sure to attend) is
this year's spring concert, scheduled for May 2 at
Lake .Claire from noon to sundown.
Leon Redbone, Tracy Nelson and the Mother
Earth Band and Rocky Mountain Band will prqvide
en tertali1ment as you munch on free food ... that's
right, there will be free food this year (but you have
to buy the soft drinks).
·
Music isn't the only entertainment. In additioa. to
the bands, there will be a hot air balloon with rides,
courtesy of the Pop Shop.
The con.cert is open to the FTU community only.
Don't miss it 'cause it looks like it's gonna be
dynamite!

Perform a
death-defying
act.·-·
·.

llaveyoar
blood preSsure
checked.
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FTU landscaping a
challenging joh
fOr J. C. Hi.c ks

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
April 23-April 29, 1976

By ANNE MERRIT
Staff Writer

· EVENT

TIME

FRIDAY, APRIL 23
Career Education Day ·
Career Education Day

'8 am.- 5 p.m.
8 a.m.-9 am.
Noon-2 p.m.
1 p.m.-2 p.m.

United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
"Deliverance"

8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 24
Festival of Contemporary Music
VC/BSU Disco
Student Accounting Society
Student Government
Delta Sigma Theta
Dt'lta Tau Delta
Aqua-Knights

8 a.m.-11 p.m.
8 am.-2 a.m.
Noon-4 p.m.
Noon-5 p.m.
2 p.m.-6 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-Midnight

SUNDAY, APRIL 25
Festival of Contemporary Music 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Delta Tau Delta
5 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.
Zeta Tau Alpha
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
TKE
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
SAE
.
·7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha·
_8:301 p.m.
"Deliverance"
MONDAY, APRIL 26
Festival of Contemporary Music
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
VC Speakers
Lecture /Demonstration
Parapsychology and Medicine
Favors
VC Board
Pi Kappa Alpha Little Sisters
Karate Lessons
Tri Delta
'I'yes
Yoga
Bridge
VC Speakers
Christian Fellowship
AHS/VC Speakers

8 a.m.-11 p.fn.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1:30 p.m.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.in.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
8 p.m.-11 p,. m.

J.C. Hicks, ,superintendent o[ landscaping and
grounds for . FTU, can rememqer when the only
sidewalk on campus was made of plywood and was
laid in a straight line from the library to the schqol
cafeteria.
vc 200, 211
Hicks can also remember when the can1pus
Knight Room
consisted of only seven buildings - the library, tl!e <
Science Building, cafeteria and the four dorms.
GCB 110
Then in "1968 or '69" - Hicks cannot remember
exactly what year · - he saw FTU's campus start
VCAR
expanding with the erection of five buildings and
the paving of three parking lots. Hicks and the 24
men he supervises landscaped the areas surrounding
the General, CLassroom Building, the
VCAR
Administration Building, the Engineer.ing Building,
Multipurpose
police station and the Physical Plant.
Lake Claire
Hicks said landscaping the FTU campus was a
vc 200
"chal lenge" and admits that his department is
GCB 102 .
H& FA 126, 129 behind in the landscaping program. According to
Hicks, some of the delays in the landscaping
Lake Claire
program were caused by the curbing of the roads on
campus and the re'novating of the Physical Plan't
·
compound.
Hicks explains the function of the Physical Plan .t,
VCAR
H&FA 126, 129 saying, "Our primary function is to install irrigation
systems, plant shrubbery and lay sod. This is a
GCB 114, 115
saving of many thousands of dollars to the
Multipurpose
taxpayer."
GCB 224
The Physical Plan~ saves the taxpayers money in
GCB 216
other ways by maintaining all their own equipment.
VCAR
Only when a mechanic cannot repair one of the
ma ch in es does the physical plant purchase new
machines - and the "new" machines are surplus
equipment and usually require ~ome maintenance
VCAR
work before they can be used, Hicks said.
The biggest problem Hicks' office encounters is
GCB 224
the damage done to the sprinklers. "Some of the
Knight.Room
pamage is done by our scatters but the majority of
Stud. Org. Lg.
it is done by people who get squirted by the
sprinkler and want reverge." Hicks added, "There's
vc 200
no excuse for damaging the sprinklers.
VC200
To alleviate the sprinkler vandalism, Hicks would
Stud. Org. Lg.
like to irrigate at night but "we (the Physical Plant)
Multipurpose
just aren't large enough."
GCB 225
. The renovated Pbysical Plant compound which
Stud. Org. Lg.
went through final inspection last week is, according
LIB 244
VC Gallery
Mu.lti purpose
vc 200
Mu I ti purpose

LOCATION

~(11, ' ~

TUESDAY, APRIL 27

l

.

....

Festival of Contemporary Music
ATO
·
'
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
Chaper of AMA
Spirit Programs
IFC Meeting
APO
Pegasus Pedalers
Conflict Simulations Club
TKE Little Sisters
Haircare and Styling
Preprofessional Medical Society

8 a.m.-11 p.m.
11 a.m.-Noon ·

VCAR
vc 200

11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m.-3 p.m.

GCB 225
GCB 114
\Tc 200
vc 200
vc 200
vc 214
vc 211
vc 214
vc 200
VC Patio

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
United Campus Ministry
,Bible Study
Popular Entertainment
Committee
APO Boy Scouts
VC Speakers Committee
Karate Lessons
VC Special Film Series
Shakespeare Rehearsal
Awards Dinner
PMS
APO

10 a.m.-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
4 p.m.-9 p.m.
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
·e p.m.-8 p.m.
· 6 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.-11 p.m.
7 p.m.-ll ' p.m.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

GCB 102
VC GREEN

vc 211
vc 200
Multipurpose
VCAR
VC214
Multipurpose
VC 'Patio
VC200

THURSDAY, APRIL 29
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
/
Student Productions
Tri Delta
Captains Meeting
SG Senate
Delta Sigma Pi
Computer Engineering Society
Phi Chi Theta
Preprofessional Medical Society
Moth a
Preprofessional Medical Society
United Campus Ministry
Bible Study
SG LJR Committee Meeting
VC Girl Scouts
.
Food Service Cammi ttee
DTO
Yoga
Greek Week
PMS

11 a.m.-Noon
11 a.m.-Noon
11 am.-4 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.

GCB 114
vc 200
VC Patio
vc 200
ENGR 359
GCB 103, 110
ENGR 203
GCB 114, 116
SCAUD
EN AUD
ENGR 336

3 p.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-5 p.m.
4 p.m.-5: 30 .p.m.
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
8 p.m.-Midnight
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

GCB 110 .
vc 200
vc 211, 214
Knight Room
vc 200
Stud. Org. Lg.
Multipurpose
VC Patio

/

v
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J.C. HICKS
Sprinkler damage big problem

to Hicks, a major improvement over the old one.
The new compound has separate rooms for
carpenters, mechanics, 'electricians and plumbers. In
addition, there is a stock room, a metal shop, a
body shop and a green house.
The compound also has a teaching room so
"when it rains and the .men can't go out, we can
show them a film that will educate them to do a
better job. This way they won ,·t be wasting their
time when they can't go out."

Students air
. gripes to SG
Disgruntled students can now air their
complaints at Student Government "gripe
sessions" held every other week in the Kiosk.
According to Gary Stafford, c.o-sponsor of
Lhe bill initiating the progra.m, the sessions are
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesdays
and_ from 10 p:m. on Wednesdays. · The next
gripe session will be held Tuesday, and they
will continue every other week.
"We neetl to get people out there,"
Stafford said. The sessions are designed to give
students more. SG input, he explained.
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HELP WANTED
Reporters for FUTURE
staff. Journalism major and
experience preferred.
$125/qtr. Inquire in person
to editor-in-chief, FUTURE
office.

Cable piano in excellent
condition. Owner's nimble
fingers have lost interest.
$300. Call 644-0926 after 6
p.m.

FOR RENT
FOR S.f\LE
Attention potential C-Bers!
If rip-off · retail prices are
the only thing keeping you
from .installing a quality C-B
unit in your car, then you
need to call 275-3170 and
ask for Mark Fry. I have
available several complete
lines of radios antj
accessories. Call
Mbn.-Thurs. after 5 p.m. for
more information.

Used surfboard- in good
condition $75 with racks.
Call 678-5140.
1965 Chevy 3/4 ton pick up
A/C & H.D. suspension with
slide in camper self
contained in good
condition. Asking $1250.
· 277-4315 after 4:30.
East - oh water between
FTU - NTC, 4 bdrm, 2 bath,
2 car garage, fenced, by
owner, \yill hold 2nd
mortgage $38,900 .
671-6740.
PIANO - Beethoven Special.

,.

Female roommate wanted
to share home with · same.
Must be mature,
conscientious. Ideal country
setting, ·2 0 acres, animals,
nature. Phone Karen Davis
at 841-7131 (day) or
671-4710 (evenings)

Need . 2 females to share
townhouse. For info, · call
Karen at 27 3-6955. If I'm
out, leave name & number.
For fall quarter.

To share home with 2 other
students, $50. per month.
Call 27 3-2212.

Young attorney needs to
share condominium on lake
with Tennis, Pools,
423:.4242 after 5 p.m.
SERVICES
'Reine_ Laundromat, 5565
Curryford Road (436),
Wash-Dry-Fold 25 cents lb.
& machine. Pick-up &

delivery. Special rates
Mon.-Wed. Dry Cleaning 8
lbs. $.3. 50 or commercial
rates. 27 3-0050.

Typist - Experienced in all '
phas~s of work. IBM
Selectric for professional
results·. Paper supplied. On
campus until noon. Please
call Susie Weiss after 1: 00
at 678-3481.

Handwriting illegible? Will
type all materials, term
papers, thesis, resumes,
scripts, etc. Call 275-7962.

PERSONAL
Thanks to all the super
people that helped to make
my birthday a special day.
Love, D. J.
I

Don't pass up this bargain. I
need to sell my Pioneer
CTF2121 Cassette deck. It's
a front-loading deck, has
Dolby, Bias/Equal.
switches, auto-stop -and
more. Unit is less than one
month old -- has a one .year
warranty. I'll include a
voice mike and 2 tapes.
Normally $200 - I want
$14 5. for everything. See
Wayne at Haystacks Apt.
No. 147, 3426 Saddle Blvd.

•
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_Villaae Center- un -the V. C. f3r-een:
13()al'"d ALtivities
Tues, April 21 11-1pm
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------------------------. JOln THE VILLAGE
CEnTER BOARD
i

APPLICATION

DEADLI~·IES

201

BRI NG TO VC

.

EXTENDED

~Pecial:

. DR. DELORE)

~RIEGER

.
·

·.·Tr;e.Role of Parap1y- Unive.-sitY M()vie·:
ctiology in medicine..
'

.( FfllTH HEflLING)
,

· rnon. · 8pm mpr

C()n1ina · ~vents:

,\\eef tl1e
A1l111i11 istraitn1·s
Series
-----EVERY FRIDAY IIJ

t·vw-----

11-l

in Student
. s:J() f)._ru.
Organizatrons Lounge · 1tuclt=;ut1- fr~~
...

·

~C.4.~.

~uHic-t'l.

-------------------- ---- -------·-----------------,.,

ALL

oAv REJeR eeNeERT
at LAKE CLAIRE

SDN. M,RY 2 • NEJEJN .
··~A.V.().l?.s.~~
. APRIL

CLOTI~ ING

·DRIVE

KIDS AT YOUTH HALL NEED CLOTHES, SHOES .
(AGED 13 - 17 BOYS AND GIRLS)
.·
.
BRING YOUR OLD CLOll-IES TO FAVORS vc 226 TODAY~~:
CALL X 2633

·

· · "Shakespeare's .
· Greatest Hits"
film: 'MACBETll'

I lrn~o. :i VIG1JETIES 3Y i)SP1PLY SHAVES!='EARE TPOU· E .
11

. · -wed.nesday
3:30 pm

vear .

BASEBALL: 17-15

TENNIS: 14-15

Three more lOsses ·
vanquish title hopeS

Doubles loss mars
effort against FSU

By MARK HESS
Sports Editor

Take a . young, ·inexperienced
team, give tJ:iem a murderous
schedule, injure a few key
players, inconsistent bats and a
gene.ral lack of leadership and
you get this ·year's Knights.
The Knights dropped to 17-15
with a three game disaster over
Ed Dowan smashed a home
the weekend including a
run for the Knights but FTU was
heartbreaker and a sh~llacking · held to only five hits.
by fifth-ranked Eckerd. Division
1 · power . Jacksonvil le also
Sex ton called the first game
handed the Knights a 3-2 loss.
with Eckerd a "nightmare."
But head coach Jack Sexton
Eckerd scored five runs in the
makes no excuses for the club
top of the ninth to take a 5-4
and desp ite having to watch the
win from the Knights.
Knights regional bid go down
the tube, Sexton is pleased with
Eckerd scored first and FTU
the attitude of his team . The
rallied for a 1-1 draw at the E>nd
remainder of the Kn ights
of the first inning. I'ri the fourth,
schedule will l:>e "played on
Mike Miller walked and went to
pride," and Sexton believes
second on a fielder's choice.
when it's all over, the team w ill
Brad Hurd then singled to drive
h.ave sho.wn any disbelievers
Mil le·r ho me and a 2-1 FTU
what they 're made of. .
advantage . Jim Horvath also
Sex ton said the schedule the
scored on Bib Ramsey's single
Knights faced this year is the
and Ramsey came in ·on a hit by
main reason for a lack of
Jeff Rudolph as the Knights
consistent play. The FTU club ·
carried their 4-1 lead to the top
has played 23 games against
of the ninth.
teams which are ranked in the
top 15 in either Division I, II or1•
NAIA. And playing .500 ball
But the nightmare .started
against that type of competition
when a tired Sam Swanger
is rio easy doing.
struck out the first batter,
Sexton also said inconsistency
walked the second and then gave
at the plate has hurt the Knights
up · two hits and a run. With one
. with seasoned players, counted
out, Swanger whiffed Eckerd 's
on early in the season, · not
best hitter and the win seamed
' clinched. But Jim Lefevur(l field
coming through.
a line shot off the wall for a
triple to score two runs and an
errant
throw allowed him to tag
"We just haven't gotten the
breaks this year. We'd get home for the 5-4 win.

ahead · and lase it or get
behind and just not corm~
back."
-Head coach Jack Sexton
But a big factor in the Knights
so me what dismal season has
been the lack of a home field.
Despite the facilities of Tinker
Field, the Knights must ·still. in
effect, play every came away
with minimal amount of fan
support.
''We just haven't gotten the
breakS this year," Sexton said.
"We'd get ahead and loss it or
get behind and just not come
back."
Against ~acksonville, hurle!
Gary Taylor had some trouble
finding the strike zone, walking

By DON COBLE

in lhe first run and putting
another four men on base with
walks as Jacksonville jumped out
to a 3-0 lead in the first inning.
Joe Russell came in to relieve
Taylor and all.owed only 3 hits
from a club who bats . 320 on
the season.

Staff WrUer

They say a tie is like kissing
your sister, but FTU ~nnis boss
.Lex Wood is wishing he were
kissing one r_ight now.

FTU TENNIS CAPTAIN
Steve Bryant upped hIB
record to 24-5 with a 7-6,
6-2° win over Alan Bellamy
of Florida State last Friday.

Future---...
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With the match tied at four
games apeice, FTU and Florida
State found all the marbles
riding on t_he final outcome of
the number three doubles
match.
On the third court were
Knight netters Mark Watford
and Dan Hicks.
7-

FSU claimed the first set, 7-6
in a tie-breaker: However,
Florida Tech -rebounded to even
the match at 1-1 with another
7-6, tie-breaker win .
FS U's Alan Knittle and Joe
Martin claimed the all-important
win in the third set, winning
again 7-6. The tie-breaking set
won by the mere count of 5-4.

Golf tomorrow

'Sllperstars ' to start .

FTU's "Supei:star" competition will begin this weekend for the
third consecutive year as 16 men and seven women will compete
for the title.
The athletes will begin competition toll}orrow with .golf at the.
Cape Orlando CounLry Club. Other events scheduled for the
Supers tars will be a bike race, volleyball, swimming, bowling,
weightlifLipg for the men and free throws for the women 1 tennis,
track and the obstacle course.
Returning from last year's competition will be Mike Pannell who
finished third overall. PAnnell won the 100-yard ·dash and finished
5econd in weightlifting and the 880-yard run. Pannell is sponsoi:ed
by ROTC.
In their second game against
· For the women, Sally Thayer, who wound up tied for second
Eckerd, Knight pitchers Harry
last year, will be returning for Tyes sorority. Ms. Thayer won the
Johnson and Gregg Vogel had a
bowling and golf events last year and led the competition for the
bad case of the gopher ball blues
first five events.
as Johnson got tagged for three
Sue Jeary, who finish~d third last year, will also be competing
round tripper's and Vogel one.
again for Sigma Chi's Little Sisters.
.
In all, Eckerd bombed the
Filling out the roster for the men will be Paul Blanton,
Knights for 16 hits and a 11-2
Fellowship of Christian Athletes; Tim Cur.ran, Kappa Sigma; J?oug
win .
Dyer, Soccer; Mark Eason, Alpha Tau Omega; Steve _Eldndge,
Sigma Chi; Burt Francis, Lambda Chi Alpha; Craig Kaplan, Delta
The Knights have 10 games
Tau Delta; Calvin Lingeloach, Tri Delta Little Sisters; Al Lloyd_,
remaining and accordin_g to
Wrestling; Jim Meyer, Della Sigma Phi; Steve Mikles, Sportsman's
Se~ton, Stetson, Florida
Club; Chuck Patrick, Recreation Department; Brad Raysin, Tau
International, Rollins and South
Kappa Epsilof?; Ken Renner, Intramural Department and· Gary
Florida, all ra.nked, will be "no
Rudolph, TKE Little Sisters.
picnic."
For the women it will be Debbie Johnson, TKE Little Sisters;
· "We've got a team that won't
Linda Mitchell, Tyes; Kathy Multy, Intramurals; Kathy Schell, Zet~
quit," Sexton said. "I'll make - Tau Alpha and Debbie Stout, Intramurals vying for the title.
sure Lhey dont quit. The attitude
The competition will continue through May 22 ending with the
is good, but were just up against
obstacle course. All events will take place at FTU with the
the best competition there is."
exception of bowling ;:it Colonial Lanes and track at Tuskawilla
Middle School.

"It was a close and exciting
match," admitted Wood, who
saw his squad drop to a 14-15
seasonal mark. "We really didn't
blow the match, we simply ~ost a
hard-fought contest."

For the second time this year,
Florida Tech went into doubles
play wiLh a commanding 4-2
advantage, and lost.
Toby Crable upended Enrique
Andrade, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 in the
open singles _victory. Andrade is
a former Davis Cup player from
Ecuador, who played in
All-American candidaLe Gordon
Jones' singles slot. Jones
suffered a pulled hamstring and
could not compete.
Steve Bryant upp~d his
personal mark to 24 wins in 29
matches with a 7~6, 6-2 win.
Doug Malicwwski (7-6, 6-3) and
Hicks (6-4, 6-3) also netted wins.
Then the nightmare began as
FSU railed to claim the win with
victories in all three double
matches.
It was I earned that ~ Florida
Tech will receive a pair of bids in
the NCAA National ·Tennis
Championships. The tourney
will be in Philadelphia this year
and will attract 96 of the
naLi~n 's best.

•

Crable and Bryant are to
re present FTU, however Wood
still states some doubtfullness on
the trip citing proper funds as
the _only drawback.
"First we want a strong
showing. in our final two
matches of the year (Flagler and
Rollins), Wood said, "Then
maybe if we look reaHy good in
those we can think about the
nationals.

"If we lose the final two
matches, maybe we'll just .let the
season end there. So whether we
will have ~nyone in the nationals
depends on the outcome .against
Flagler and· Rollins."
FTU squares off with Rollins
today on the FTU courts. The
action begins at 2 p.m.

Two-team battle looming
for lead in water polo play
In the secQnd week of intramural action, men's
water polo is in a two-way battle for the lead with
Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) and Lambda Chi Alpha
{LXA) sporting unblemished records.
The indepencent league also got uO:derway last
week with the Piranhas clinching two victories. ·
Women's softball after a full week of play was to
have Tyes and Tri Delta putting their undefeated
records on the line Wedne~day for the top position.
The most important game last week pitted LXA
against Sigma Chi (SX). LXA, fresh from their
onslaught of Pike last week 17-3, got off to a slow
start as Billy Bishop put SX on . top 1-0 early in th.~
first half. Charlie Boedecker evened the mark ii.t 1-1
with a goal for LXA and Steve Hartman put i ... XJ\.
ahead 2-1. Randy Blankenship popped one t1!roub ~i
as LXA built up a strong 3-1 lead before Kenny
Lester brought SX back within 1 as the first h.:.ilf
ended.
Chuck Patrick tied the game at 3-3 for SX as the
5econd half got underw.ay, but from there it was all
LXA as Boedecker, Blankenship and Tim Buchanon
ad~d goals for the 6-3 win.

TKE again depended on the deadly arm of Brad
Raysin who has scored four goals·in two consecutive
games, this one against Pike. Raysin sizzled two
goals in the first half to give TKE a 2-0 halftime
lead. Pike came back early in the second half with a
goal, but Gary Rudolph and Raysin added three late
scores and the 5-1 wiJ1.
Kappa Sigma (KS) and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(SAE) see-sawed between goals in the first half with
Terry Driscol getting two first half goals for SAE
and Joe Foley and Ken Lotti putting KS on the
board with one goal apiece. KS lost their offensive
momentum in the second half and Bob Wilson put
the winning goal up and a 3-2 vic_tory for SAE.
SAE was on the losing side of the goal as Chuck
Patrick scored four times to lead _S X in a close 6-5
sq~eeker over SAE. Billy Bishop ~nd Kenny L~ster
added goals for SX while Terry Dnscoll, B,ob Wilson
and John Kirkpatrick picked up goals for SAE.
The independent league had Bushwackers getting
by SX II 4-3 with Eddie Connally scoring three
goals for the Bush wackers. The Piranhas ~eat Crew
6-3 with Craig Adarnisen plugging four and Steve
Boyle two goals for the Piranhas. SX II got by Crew
1-0 with a goal by Dave Anderson and the Piranhas
swampe~ TKE U 7-0.

,.

Photo by Alan Geeslin

TRACY ARMSTRONG was one of about 25 students who
tried out for next year's cheerleading squad. Tryouts were
held Monday and Ms. Armstrong, along with five other
women and six men, were selected to represent FTU next
season.
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Disney magic no help as Men's 8 places 3rd;
team fares better overall with 2nd at state
Crew boss Dennis Kamrad was
disappointed with the third
place finish of the men's Varsity
8 in last weekends state regatta
at Disney, but he is more than
op to mistic with the ability of
the men's crew and boldly
predicted they would win tbe
regional title in Atlanta this
weekend.

Photos by Mike Padgett

FTU placed second overall in
the state crew race, but finished
third behind front-runner
Rollins and FIT in the
all-important Varsity 8 race.

THE MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY 8 (above) takes a quick
"We w.ere disappointed we
breather after their third place finish at the state regatta at - didn't win," Kamrad said. "We
Disney World last weekend. The Novice 4 (below) didn't
really clidn't row the race we
would like to. We just pressed a
fare as well finishing last to the more powerful crews.
little too hard." But Kamrad
said the attitude of the team is
still strong and believes his team
will come out on top at the
regional race.
While the men's teams didn't
fare as well as expected, the
women came through
exceptionally well with the
women's Varsity 4 crew placing
second to Tampa and the
women's Varsity 8 crew taking
another second behind FIT. It
was the first time this season the

Lady Knights seeded 3rd,
prepare for state tourney
The Lady Knights ran their record to 11-3 last
week with a 18-7 win over Lake City Community
CoHege.
The Knights took command early bombing the
Lake City pitcher for 12 runs in the first inning. The
Lady Knights assaulted Lake City for 21 hits as
Lynn Keiser led· the attack with a three for three
performance at the plate. Cindy Henry and Kathy
Stilwell combined for six hits in the onslaught.
Linda Johnson,' taking over the mound
responsibilities for injured pitcher Winnie Dodgion,

pitched al"in.e hit, seven run game for the Kniehts.

Photo by Alan Geeslin

CAROL CROWLER
SCORES for Tyes sorority
in their 11-4 win over Pike
Little -Sisters. Debbie
Rosselle had a home run
and 2 RBI's for Tyes and
Pam Hicks and Sue Jeary
added two hits apiece. Tyes
also skunked Mean Machine
5-0 last week. In other
action, Tri-Delta knocked
off Zeta Tau Alpha 10-7 to
remain undefeated. In a
high scoring game, ZTA
beat Pike Little Sisters
19-12. ZTA is 2-2 for the
season.

Head coach Lucy· McDaniel also spo.t ted Debbie
Johnson and Kris Bekemeyer for their effort in the
infield.
The Lady Knights will be among the top
contenders in the state tournament to be held this
weekend.
The KNights were to face the University of South
Florida in their last regular season game Tuesday
and travel to Jacksonville for this weekends
tournament. Flagler College is seeded first with
Florida State ranked second and FTU is picked
third for the state tourney.
·

women have beaten Rollms.
The men's crews again had
their difficulties as the Novice 4
finished last and an extremely
strong start by thP Junior
Varsity 8 couldn't last as they
finished third behind two FIT
crews.

"We were disappointed we
didn't win. We really didn't
row the race we would like
to. We just pressed a little
too hard."
-Crew coach
Denn is Kamrad
The Atlanta regatta will
include Rollins and FTU along
with the Citadel, Virginia, Morris
Harvey, and the University of
Alabama at Huntsville which
FTU easily beat in their opening
race of the season.

now, three of the top 10 crews
in the nation in small colleges
are right here," Kamrad said.
Based on the Limes of the last
few races, Karn rad added only
the Coa t Guard crew has po·s ted
faster times which will give the
Florida cresw some added
incentive as the:y hopfully can
comP up with a good
performance at the NCAA small
c o 11 Pg t' ch a rn p i o n s h i p s t w o
weekends from now.

TRY
NEW
HUNTERS ·DEN
Beer, Wine, Pool, Games
Happy Hours
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
15e dr:aft
in Zayres Shopping Center
436 & East JO (C,olonial)
Phone 277-9719

' Kamrad predicted the race
would only be con tested by the
three powerful Central Florida
teams and the Citadel. "Right

luxurious living
a long freshwater

shores
Swash bucklers
and landlubbers
~ ' · alike may find
a leeward haven

·

tr re

one and-two~room
apartments, o:ne
bed~m

townhouses with

IOrty sleeping quarters

From $150
East Aloma and Hall Road
'tis here you can rest
yow dinghy

678-2223
OVIEDO MEAD MANOR
(Magnolias, Oaks and Pine sur:round this charming home in
the area of fine homes. Magnificent view from 50 ft porch
of 4 bdrm show place. Impossible to duplicate for the
price of $49,900, convenient to FTU.
:'all Village Realty of Winter Park l11c. Realtors, 628-1790.

Heshi • Fetishes· Silver
Custom· made and
Authentic lndianJewelry

Blue Sun Trading Com pang~
Of IRIZDll
131 Welbourne Av.nue
P.O.Box 11 ·Winter Park, Florida 32789 • 305/847·9195
Wholesal« ·

R~ail

- Jobber Pric•1

.....
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